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ABSTRACT

This thesis provides a geochemical interpretation of natural gas resources in north eastern British Columbia (NEBC), Canada. The work is part of the three-year project, British Columbia Natural Gas Atlas (BC-NGA) to collect samples and compile data on molecular (C₁ to C₅) and stable isotope ratio (δ¹³C and δ²H) compositions of natural gases in NEBC. The primary objective of the BC-NGA project is to produce a comprehensive, public, web database with maps of the gas geochemical data from a variety of gas tests including mudgas collected during drilling, downhole flow tests, production gas, and gas collected from surface emissions. The area of study in NEBC is a large portion of the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin (WCSB) with Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic strata of thousands of meters thickness. Within this stratigraphic package there are numerous depositional hiatus and regional aquitards complicating the generation of regional maps and profiles. This M.Sc. thesis utilizes the geochemical gas parameters to characterize the range of gases in the BC-NGA database. The thesis found that the petroleum sources and active generation processes are not uniform in the NEBC. In some cases, the original gas signatures have been overprinted by localized processes in specific strata. The results of this new data plus compilation of existing data in the BC-NGA dataset indicate that many classical interpretive diagrams, e.g., Bernard Diagram (C₁/[C₂+C₃] vs. δ¹³C₁) and CD Diagram (δ¹³C₁ vs. δ²H-C₁), confirm the microbial/thermogenic nature of the gases, but lack the resolution for detailed stratigraphic interpretation of gas sources and migration. A particularly interesting finding is that δ¹³Ckerogen (-33 ‰) estimated from δ¹³C₁ observed for most strata in NEBC is ¹³C depleted compared with conventional kerogens and the data supports new calibration of the methane isotopes. This δ¹³Ckerogen value is an unlikely value and therefore the offset observed compared with conventional natural gases requires a different explanation, including commingling of ¹³C depleted methane from microbial sources. Enhanced characterization is obtained by combinations of the gas parameter ratios: δ¹³C₁, δ¹³C₂, δ¹³C₃, C₂/C₃, C₂/iC₄, (e.g., ‘Berner-Faber Diagram’, ‘Prinzhofer Diagram’, ‘Lorant Diagram’). In addition, a new plot of δ¹³C₂-δ¹³C₁ versus iC₄/nC₄ ratio was developed in this thesis.
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1 Scientific Question

The scientific question at the core of this thesis is “Which natural gas geochemical parameters can be applied successfully to best identify and differentiate natural gases from different plays in North Eastern British Columbia (NEBC), Canada?”
2 Introduction

Natural gas is a valuable commodity as a combustible fossil fuel (EnergyBC 2012). Natural gas is composed mainly of methane (CH$_4$ labeled C$_1$) with smaller amounts of ethane (C$_2$H$_6$ labeled C$_2$), propane (C$_3$H$_8$ labeled C$_3$), butane (C$_4$H$_{10}$ labeled nC$_4$), iso-butane (C$_4$H$_{10}$ branching and labeled iC$_4$), and occasionally sour gas (hydrogen sulphide or H$_2$S) (e.g., Tissot and Welte 1984, Hunt 1996, Berkowitz 1997). These definitions are listed in Table 1. Compositional data exists for many other gases present in small quantities, including noble gases, in the British Columbia Natural Gas Atlas (BC-NGA) project database, but they are not discussed in the context of this thesis. Natural gas is also a source for chemical derivatives, such as, feedstock to the plastics industry (Hunt 1996). It can also be a large component of natural and artificial greenhouse gas emissions (Whiticar 1990, 1993, Khalil 2000, Prentice et al. 2001, Archer 2009, 2010, Etiophe 2009, Kirschke et al. 2013). Natural gases in the rock formations (Figure 2) of NEBC have been a large part of economic growth and responsible resource development for the province (Adams et al. 2016). The petroleum geochemistry of the depositional system and reservoir conditions is key to understanding the generation of, exploration for, and production of natural gas (Hunt 1996).

The worldwide scale of natural gas supply and demand has grown in recent years (EIA 2016, BP 2017, Alam et al. 2017) and has resulted in growth of potential new export markets for the province (BC Govt 2012a, 2012b, 2012c, 2013, 2016, 2018) via liquified natural gas technology (Raj et al. 2016). Natural gas is one of the largest energy sources in British Columbia along with coal, hydropower, and oil (EnergyBC 2012). Recently, commercial natural gas production has transitioned to unconventional reservoirs (Soeder 2018) as seen in Figure 1 (Hayes 2018). Primary unconventional gas production in British Columbia is from the Montney Formation (Hayes 2018, OGC 2018) and a large part of production growth (MEM 2013) includes the extension of the Montney Formation from NEBC into Alberta (AER 2018, Davies et al. 2018). The geochemistry processes that determine gas sources are applicable to all formations in NEBC, but the combination of recent data requirements and new drilling/production activity has resulted in most of the new data being from the Montney Formation. Coalbed Methane (CBM), as an unconventional play, is fairly limited in NEBC (Hayes 2018) despite aerially extensive coal seams present in the strata. Other large unconventional natural gas plays are currently distant from gas infrastructure (Hayes 2018, Adams et al. 2016), including the Horn River sub-basin (MEM 2011), Cordova Embayment (MEM 2015), and Liard sub-basins (Ferri et al. 2017).
Table 1. Abbreviations used in thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C₁</td>
<td>methane CH₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₂</td>
<td>ethane C₂H₆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₃</td>
<td>propane C₃H₈</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nC₄</td>
<td>butane C₄H₁₀</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iC₄</td>
<td>iso-butane C₄H₁₀</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₅</td>
<td>all forms of pentane C₅H₁₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₆</td>
<td>all forms of hexane C₆H₁₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₂S</td>
<td>sour gas or Hydrogen Sulphide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEBC</td>
<td>North Eastern British Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC-NGA</td>
<td>British Columbia Natural Gas Atlas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF-SEOS</td>
<td>Biogeochemistry Facility at the School of Earth and Ocean Sciences, University of Victoria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEM</td>
<td>British Columbia Ministry of Energy and Mines (occ. “and Petroleum Resources”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGC</td>
<td>British Columbia Oil and Gas Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>molecular composition of natural gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>stable carbon and hydrogen isotope ratios of natural gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTS</td>
<td>Commercial Off The Shelf software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA#</td>
<td>OGC designated well approval number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>vertical well profiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HZ</td>
<td>horizontal well profiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCVF</td>
<td>Surface Casing Vent Flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ppm</td>
<td>parts per million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δ¹³C</td>
<td>stable isotope ratio of carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δ²H</td>
<td>stable isotope ratio of hydrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δ²H-C₁</td>
<td>stable isotope ratio of hydrogen only in methane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%₀</td>
<td>per mille</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR</td>
<td>Bernard Ratio = C₁/(C₂+C₃)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dryness</td>
<td>ratio of C₁/(C₁+C₂+C₃+nC₄+iC₄+C₅)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCSB</td>
<td>Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIE</td>
<td>Kinetic Isotope Effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBM</td>
<td>Coalbed Methane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNG</td>
<td>Liquified Natural Gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biogenic</td>
<td>products formed from organic matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microbial</td>
<td>gas created by microbial processes from organic matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermogenic</td>
<td>gas created by temperature and pressure from organic matter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Environmental impacts of resource development are briefly included in Section 3.4 below.

This thesis interprets geochemistry data and creates profiles from the BC-NGA that will be available on the open-source Geoscience BC’s Earth Science Viewer, a publicly accessible database hosted at http://www.geosciencebc.com/. The website itself does not provide any interpretation of the data. The interpretation of the data in this thesis forms the foundation to assist the decision-making process for resource development and identification of potential impacts of natural gas development on the environment in NEBC. In recent years, concerns have been raised regarding suitability and impact of the exploration and production of natural gas in NEBC. Geochemistry has the potential to assist scientific assessment of these and other concerns of methane in groundwater, and emissions to the atmosphere.

![Figure 1. Trends in British Columbia gas production from 2006 to 2018 (Hayes 2018).](image)

The BC-NGA project is sponsored by Geoscience BC and conducted through the Biogeochemistry Facility at the School of Earth and Ocean Sciences, University of Victoria (BF-SEOS) (Evans and Whiticar 2017). The BC-NGA project created the geochemistry database of natural gas occurrences in NEBC (Evans and Whiticar 2016a, Evans and Whiticar 2017, Evans and Hayes 2018, Evans in press) that is used as the basis for the characterization in this thesis. This thesis placed these geochemical data in the geologic framework already published in the British Columbia Ministry of Energy and Mines (MEM) Publication 2006-01 Conventional Natural Gas Play Atlas (MEM 2006a, b, c). To complete this component of the
study, extensive data validation and stratigraphic correlation was required (Evans and Hayes 2018). The thesis attempts broad geochemical interpretations of the distributions and character (Evans and Whiticar 2016b) of the various natural gases in NEBC to identify gases by play or type of emission (Evans 2018). Data from detailed vertical and horizontal geochemistry profiles from individual wells are shown here with additional analysis that are not mappable in the regional dataset. These profiles are considered to be a crucial part of the data for other users such as OGC and MEM.

The use of basic software is intentional. Using standard Commercial Off the Shelf software (COTS) on a personal laptop is an example for data access by everyday users. Readers should be aware that the geographic well identifier used by industry is not used in this study. The only well reference for the maps and database is the OGC designated well approval number (WA#) and there is no geographic information inherent to those well numbers. To ensure completely unbiased data analysis, not only in terms of operating company or geographic location, the WA# is the only data reference system, along with the UTM location, used here and further data description that is referenced to tables maintained by the OGC at https://www.bcogc.ca/online-services/elibrary. Further work may be needed to relate recently released geological cross-sections (e.g., Davies et al. 2018) to the BC-NGA database.
3 Background and Context

The geochemical character of natural gas is dependent on the geologic situation and history, including: composition of the source rock, reservoir rock types, burial histories, maturation, primary and secondary migration, as well as trapping mechanism in a reservoir. Although several factors ultimately determine the composition of natural gas, the organic matter type and amount in the source sediments are the most critical factors. Structural complications, including the selective removal of overburden, depressurization, and recent gas generation can also influence the ultimate natural gas composition.

Previous work on natural gas isotope geochemistry of NEBC is limited to: Norville 2014, Tilley et al. 2001, Tilley and Muehlenbachs 2006, Tilley and Muehlenbachs 2007, Tilley et al. 2011, Tilley and Muehlenbachs 2012, Tilley and Muehlenbachs 2013. These studies have graphical representation of geochemistry data from NEBC that are not captured in the BC-NGA project as there is no source data archived at OGC. Rather, in general, they show area-limited gas geochemistry with a focus on interpreting gas maturity, but the authors did not have the opportunity to relate their unpublished data to regional gas identification.

Interpretation of the initial geochemical dataset suggests that the question of geochemistry characterization based on compositional variability should be examined from two different perspectives:

1. Analytically based on different data sources (e.g., vertical profiles (VT) vs horizontal profiles (HZ), both in Appendix A; each summarized to a single point to be included in the formation by formation mapping);
2. Stratigraphically as formation by formation – this was from the creation of the BC-NGA database used for mapping (listed as MEM 2006 plays in Appendix B).

These perspectives are reflected in the data structure where Appendix A presents the profile data (both vertical and horizontal) that were not able to be transferred to the maps, and Appendix B is the map data that cannot be shown on profiles as the data is a single point in specific strata with broader geographic coverage.

The geochemical data from profiles are usually generated from mudgas samples as part of the regulatory requirements of the OGC (OGC 2015a, b, 2016). These geochemistry profiles usually reflect a vertical profile through the stratigraphic horizons penetrated during drilling. Horizontal (HZ) profiles along multi-lateral HZ legs of unconventional gas wells are also submitted as an additional profile orientation. Future work using these new HZ profiles may provide further insights into the geochemistry of the lateral character of unconventional reservoirs.

The complete dataset, as described in Evans and Whiticar (2016a), will be useful to:

- Provide baseline mapping of the geochemical conditions of NEBC’s ongoing/future regions of petroleum exploration and production;
- Contribute to understanding the geologic framework of natural gas deposits in NEBC at a variety of scales from field levels to basin levels;
- Assist petroleum system models to de-risk plays by understanding and predicting generation occurrences, histories and potential productivity of natural gas in BC;
• Provide a robust baseline of gas signatures to identify and track fugitive emissions of natural gas (in groundwaters and atmosphere), e.g., to distinguish microbial vs thermogenic gases;
• Offer a geochemical catalogue for different gas sources for provenance analysis in production, well completions, processing and transport.

Beyond the characterizations presented in this thesis, future interest in the data set and website may come from increased public awareness of potential contamination issues, fugitive emissions, and supply/demand issues, such as the need for gas pipelines and Liquified Natural Gas terminals.
3.1 NEBC geology

This section briefly summarizes the geological framework and stratigraphy (Figure 2) that was presented in the first natural gas atlas Conventional Natural Gas Play Atlas Northeast British Columbia (MEM 2006a, b, c). NEBC is underlain by a portion of the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin (WCSB) that stretches from Montana to the North West Territories (Mossop and Shetsen 1994). Before the Late Jurassic (Price 1994), the sediments in the WCSB were deposited in a series of rift basins, back arc basins, accretionary settings, uplifting and subsiding arches, and a passive continental margin (miogeocline of Price 1994). After the Late Jurassic (Price 1994), the sediments in the WCSB formed a series of stacked “sedimentary wedges” (Stott 1975, Jerzykiewicz 1997) tapering from thicker in the west to thinner in the east and filling a foreland basin with a mountain belt bounding it to the west. The orogenic uplift of the mountains in the west were the source of much of the younger sediments that filled the basin (Dawson et al. 1994, Jerzykiewicz 1997). These depositional cycles and changing environments are documented in various summaries (e.g., Nelson 1970, Caldwell 1975) and illustrated for NEBC in the previously mentioned atlas (MEM 2006a, b, c).

The MEM (2006a, b, c) atlas consists of a compiled summary of stratigraphic, structural, pooling, and resource descriptions for 33 natural gas plays, but there is limited geochemistry data included in the 2006 atlas. An early review of the OGC data, as part of the BC-NGA project, resulted in a recognition that a number of those plays have no data, or geochemistry analysis, or only a few points that could not support regional mapping. No public data compilations of geochemistry for NEBC, other than the BC-NGA project, are known at this time. As published, the MEM (2006a, b, c) atlas did not have more recently defined unconventional resource plays that have been added as auxiliary plays in this thesis.

It should be noted that most of the mapping in both the 2006 atlas and this thesis is on a ‘play’ basis, but some of the geological and stratigraphic descriptions below are based upon defined formations. This may lead to some confusion, but hopefully the annotated differences between ‘play’ and ‘formation’ make that clear. The geological settings for most formations are best summarized in the MEM (2006a, b, c) atlas, but there is no description in the atlas for the Triassic age Montney play, or for the plays in the Liard and Horn River sub-basins. An amendment (OGC 2012) to the atlas was made to describe the Montney Formation which has the majority of NEBC gas production. More recent publications (e.g., Euzen et al. 2018) have expanded the descriptions and a geochemistry volume was recently prepared for the Montney play (e.g., Moslow et al. 2018).

The Triassic age Montney Formation has a large petroleum potential (OGC 2012) in NEBC. The sediments were deposited in a complex series of incision events and stratigraphic cycles that centered around the Peace River Embayment that was created by a collapsed geological arch (Gibson 1993, Edwards et al. 1994, Wright et al. 1994). Recent geological studies including detailed biostratigraphy (Golding et al. 2015), sequence stratigraphy (Chalmers and Bustin 2012, Crombez et al. 2016, Crombez et al. 2017a), diagenesis modelling (Chalmers et al. 2012, Chalmers and Bustin 2015) and depositional modelling for organic materials (Crombez et al. 2014, Crombez et al. 2017b) have been published. More recent stratigraphic subdivisions have been proposed (Figure 3, Davies et al. 2018, Zonneveld and Moslow 2018) and may create a framework for more detailed mapping of geochemistry on a regional basis.
Figure 2. Revised stratigraphic chart for NEBC including sample counts (Evans and Whiticar 2016a after MEM).
All Triassic age formations are truncated unconformably by the Jurassic age Fernie Group, except where the younger sub-Cretaceous unconformity has downcut through the Jurassic and into the Triassic (Edwards et al. 1994). Current research is focussing on the geology and geochemistry of the Doig Formation (Silva and Bustin 2018) along with determination of new kerogen types and preliminary regional geological maximum temperature maps (Silva and Bustin 2018 figures 5 and 11 therein). Other Triassic formations are known for their oil reservoirs (e.g., Baldonnel and Halfway formations, Gibson 1993) and sour gas ($\text{H}_2\text{S}$, e.g., some members of the Charlie Lake Formation, Edwards et al. 1994). The other formations are referred to in the MEM (2006a, b, c) atlas.
The formations in the Horn River (OGC 2014) and Liard sub-basins are not clearly listed in the MEM (2006a, b, c) atlas and are briefly described here for completeness. Detailed subsurface mapping has identified a Paleozoic stratigraphic interval along the Devonian age shelf edge (Edwards et al. 1994). Previous work on the hydrocarbon potential of these sub-basins has been limited (Moore 1993). More recent publications on the Horn River sub-basin (MEM 2011), Cordova Embayment (MEM 2015), and Liard sub-basins (Ferri et al. 2017) have addressed the ‘shale’ gas potential that had little mention in previous MEM publications (MEM 2011, MEM 2015, Adams et al. 2016). The unconventional gas target formations of the Liard and Horn River sub-basins are the Devonian age Evie, Otter Park, and Muskwa (Figure 4, Oldale and Munday 1994) as deposited in the “Northern Starved Basin” (Moore 1993). The Muskwa Formation was probably the source for the Jean Marie gas reservoirs (Ferri and Griffiths 2014). These Devonian shales outcrop in the foothills disturbed belt (Rocheleau et al. 2014, Grasby et al. 2016b, NEB 2016), further to the west, but there is even less geochemical data in the foothills than in the Liard sub-basin.

As a result of exploratory drilling, more detailed formation descriptions have been published (OGC 2014, Norville 2014, Dong 2016, Dong et al. 2015, Dong et al. 2017, Ayranci et al. 2018). Detailed core analysis for geochemistry (Dong et al. 2016) focussed on the mineralogy and geomechanics (Dong 2016), but did not have molecular composition or isotope data.

The regional geological setting for the Horn River and Liard sub-basins is that of a transgressive depositional environment followed by high temperature burial and later normal faulting (Wilson and Bustin 2018). The Bovie fault dropped the western portion into the Liard sub-basin, which extends
northwest into Yukon and Northwest Territories a short distance (NEB 2016, Ferri et al. 2017, Fiess et al. 2013, Rocheleau et al. 2014). Drilling data (Currie et al. 2014 figure 1 therein) is far less available than in the Horn River (Wilson and Bustin 2018). Preliminary geochemistry studies suggest that there is equivalent maturity in both the Liard and Horn River sub-basins (Wilson and Bustin 2018) shown by preliminary maps of vitrinite reflectance and gas chemistry (Wilson and Bustin 2018 figures 7 and 12 therein). The Liard sub-basin has additional potential hydrocarbon resources in younger Cretaceous strata (Ferri et al. 2017, Ardakani et al. 2017).
3.2 Geochemistry: Molecular and Isotope Composition

The characterization of natural gas composition falls within the larger category of petroleum systems analysis that incorporates all hydrocarbons and associated fluids into a holistic geologic framework. Hydrocarbon geochemistry has a long history of interpretation (e.g., Van Krevelen 1961, Stahl 1977, Tissot and Welte 1984, Rashid 1985, Hunt 1996, Killops and Killops 2005) of various aspects, from oil migration to methane generation, (reviewed in Galimov 2006, Vinson et al, 2017). Most of these studies are based on the assumption that the generated petroleum is compositionally correlated to its source despite interference through geologic time and interacting processes.

All strata in NEBC contain organic material that is the source for most, if not all, of the natural gases present. In this thesis, these gases are termed ‘biogenic’, as they are ultimately sourced from organic matter, regardless of whether the gas formation involves microbial or thermogenic mechanisms. This is in contrast to ‘abiotic’ gases that do not involve organic matter transformation processes (Etiope and Sherwood Lollar 2013). Abiotic gases are assumed to be of low importance in this sedimentary basin (e.g., Jenden et al. 1993) and not discussed further. Traditionally, the term ‘biogenic’ in the petroleum industry has been used to refer only to gas produced by microbial activity (bacteria or methanogens). This thesis follows the more recent and accurate designation of this microbial type of biogenic gas as ‘microbial’ gas. ‘Thermogenic’ gas is also a sub-category of biogenic gas, separate from the microbial sub-category, and is formed by the thermocatalytic transformation of organic matter at elevated temperatures (>70 °C) over time (>10^7 yr).

The dominant components of natural gas are the normal and branched alkanes: methane, ethane, propane, normal butane and isobutene (abbreviated as C1, C2, C3, nC4, iC4, defined in Section 2). Other gases, such as pentanes (C5), carbon dioxide (CO2), hydrogen sulfide (H2S), hydrogen (H2), unsaturated hydrocarbons (alkenes) and noble gases (He, Ar, etc.) can comprise variable, but generally minor amounts in natural gases (data is included in the BC-NGA project database, but not discussed here). The molecular composition (MC) of the natural gas is often reported as various ratios of the hydrocarbons, either as molar ratios or a relative percentage or parts per million (ppm) by volume. The chosen unit for this thesis is ppm and volume is implicit by gas molar fraction.

In addition to the molecular composition, natural gases can also be characterized by their stable carbon (^13C/^12C) and hydrogen (^2H/^1H) isotope ratios of the hydrocarbon in concert with those of water and/or CO2. The isotope data are reported using the conventional stable isotope delta notation, (McKinney et al., 1950), i.e., δ^13C, δ^2H:

\[ \delta X (\text{‰}) = \left( \frac{R_{\text{sample}}}{R_{\text{standard}}} - 1 \right) \times 1000 \]  

(Eq. 1)

where δX = δ^13C or δ^2H and R = ^13C/^12C or ^2H/^1H, respectively, and are reported relative to the Vienna PeeDee Belemnite (VPDB for δ^13C) and Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW for δ^2H) scales.

In this thesis, the stable carbon isotope ratios and, less frequently, the hydrogen isotope ratios, of the hydrocarbons are collectively referred to as the ‘ISO’ data.

There are a number of secondary processes that impact the molecular composition (MC) and isotope ratios (ISO) of thermogenic natural gases, which, in turn, can complicate the geochemical classification. A major secondary process is the admixture of microbial gas to thermogenic gas, which can dramatically change the geochemical composition of the former (Whiticar 1996, 1999, Kempin 2012, Curiale and Curtis 2016, Niemann and Whiticar 2017). Microbial gas is formed under strict anaerobic conditions via 3 possible methanogenic pathways, i.e., acetoclastic/acetotrophic, hydrogenotrophic, and/or methylotrophic methanogenesis (e.g., Whiticar 1999, Strąpoć et al. 2011, Vinson et al. 2017). Methanogenesis is associated with large kinetic isotopic effects that result in $^{13}$C-depletions relative to the precursor substrates and $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ of ca. -50 ‰ to -112 ‰ (Whiticar 1999). This contrast with the more $^{13}$C-rich methane in thermogenic gas, i.e., $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ of ca. -45 to -35 ‰. Based on this, data from NEBC has been quickly assessed in error to be all thermogenic.

The industrial production of CBM usually results in early production MC being almost pure methane due to the desorption effects of releasing methane preferentially before other gas molecules, especially CO$_2$ (Clarkson and Bustin 2000). Isotopic composition shifts with time for CBM (Niemann and Whiticar 2017). The other isotope effects are described in other summaries (Strąpoć et al. 2011, Golding et al. 2013, Vinson et al. 2017). The timing of gas generation is complicated due to the shift from microbial methane early in the burial of the depositional system, to thermogenic gas generation associated with maximum burial and temperature, and later microbial gas generation from meteoric input of nutrients and/or biodegradation. The concept of continental glaciation affecting stratigraphy in Canada has been extrapolated to the hydrological conditions (Grasby 2013) and thus another factor unique to Canadian shale plays needs to be considered in ISO characterization.

In order to further understand the geochemistry of the natural gases, the review of various ratios comparing molecular composition and isotope data using interpretive plots is common. The concept of multivariate analysis has attained some level of complexity (e.g., Skuce et al. 2014), but 3 axes displays of multiple components (e.g., Whiticar 1994) have not really been widely used. As a result, for this thesis the types of diagrams used as templates for the characterization of the geochemistry data are a series of 2D plots previously published (e.g., Whiticar 1999). The first plot, the Bernard Diagram (Figure 5), specifically is a combination of $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ and the Bernard Ratio:

$$\text{Bernard Ratio (vol.)} = \frac{C_1}{(C_2 + C_3)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Eq. 2)

and the second plot, the CD Diagram (Figure 6), is a combination of $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ and $\delta^2$H-C$_1$ (e.g., Whiticar 1994). These plots are used to characterize the various types of methane in context of the theoretical thermal maturity pathways from different source kerogens initially having longer chain hydrocarbons and being altered through: 1) either microbial or thermogenic pathways to the gas composition in the
reservoir (Whiticar 1999), 2) interpret a combination of both those pathways plus the secondary effects such as oxidization or fractionation (Whiticar 1994). Other interpretive ratios and plots are mentioned in the discussion, but the only other MC plots extensively used involve the ratio between the 2 forms of butanes (iC\textsubscript{4}/nC\textsubscript{4}):

\[ \text{iC}_4/\text{nC}_4 \text{ Ratio (vol.)} = \frac{\text{iC}_4}{\text{nC}_4} \]  \hspace{1cm} (Eq. 3)

and gas ‘dryness’:

\[ \text{‘dryness’} = \frac{\text{C}_1}{(\text{C}_1 + \text{C}_2 + \text{C}_3 + \text{iC}_4 + \text{nC}_4 + \text{total C}_5)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (Eq. 4)

These 2 ratios have been used to express how microbial processes: a) consume the different forms of C\textsubscript{4} at different rates (Hunt 1996), b) increase the relative proportion of higher hydrocarbons (Whiticar 1994), c) have minimal C\textsubscript{2} and C\textsubscript{3} generation (Whiticar 1999). Other minor gases in natural gas are often in trace amounts, and their isotopic data are rarely captured. The samples are described in Section 4.

The sources of microbial gas admixed to the thermogenic natural gas in NEBC can be either ‘relic’ microbial methane formed in the low temperature soils or sediments, or post-depositional at later stages. The latter can be generated from either lacustrine or marine depositional environments (e.g., Davies et al. 2018) of Type I or II kerogens as organic material that has been preserved in the rock record (Rashid 1985), or terrestrial organic material of Type III kerogens of coals and coaly material (e.g., Strąpoć et al. 2011, Golding et al. 2013, Niemann and Whiticar 2017, Vinson et al. 2017) in coalbeds (Dawson et al. 2000) associated with many of the hydrocarbon bearing strata in NEBC. The mechanisms of generating natural gas from the organic compounds in those environments is well documented (e.g., Tissot and Welte 1984, Rashid 1985, Killops and Killops 2005). The theoretical and modelling systematics are also well documented (e.g., Berner and Faber 1988, 1996, Whiticar 1994, 1996, 1999, Galimov 2006) and provide the basis of the characterization strategy used in this thesis for the thermogenic natural gas accumulations in the NEBC study area.
3.3 Geochemistry: Interpretive Approaches

To answer the question in Section 1, geochemical approaches are used by many authors to identify natural gases, plus the association with other reservoir fluids such as petroleum and reservoir water within the geological framework. Only gas data are available from the BC-NGA project. The first concern is if the samples collected are representative of the natural gas in the play. Some samples are not primary, i.e., they have undergone secondary alteration after sampling. For example, the gases maybe from a contaminated gas stream or have effects from storage (i.e., heating, oxidation, or microbial activities). Discussion in Section 7.1.1 illustrates some basic plots to assist in identifying gas samples that may have been secondarily altered.

Geochemical interpretation is based upon the commonly-used Bernard Diagram (Figure 5, based on ratios described in Section 3.2) and CD Diagram (Figure 6, Whiticar 1990, 1994, 1999). These diagrams focus on natural gas source typing with distinction between microbial and thermogenic gases.

In addition, I added the Berner-Faber Diagrams of δ^{13}C_1 vs δ^{13}C_2 (Figure 7) and δ^{13}C_2 vs δ^{13}C_3 (Figure 8, Whiticar 1990, 1994, 1999) and included Type II and III kerogen lines (after Berner and Faber 1988, 1999) plus the thermal maturation of the kerogen. The Berner-Faber Diagrams serve as a better characterization plot as shown in Section 7.6 and relate the gas to the kerogen type.
The inclusion of the plot $\delta^{13}C_2 - \delta^{13}C_3$ versus molecular ratio of $C_2/C_3$ ('Lorant Diagram', Figure 10, Prinzhofer and Battani 2003) enhanced the interpretation of petroleum system processes along with a plot of molecular ratios $C_2/C_3$ versus $C_2/iC_4$ ('Prinzhofer Diagram', Figure 9, Prinzhofer and Battani 2003) as an approach to further distinguish between microbial and thermogenic gases.
Although the use of carbon isotope data on carbon dioxide can be useful in some instances to characterize natural gases (Whiticar 1999), data exists for only one well profile (WA#32990, Figure 49). The CO$_2$ plot is very instructive in determining the types of microbial processes preserved in the few samples with that analysis.

Mudgas samples for geochemistry (Whiticar 1994, Ing 2015, Tilley and Muehlenbachs 2006, 2007, 2012, 2013, Tilley et al. 2001, Tilley et al. 2011) have been described as baseline data for determining sources of fugitive emissions (Rowe and Muehlenbachs 1999), but mudgas geochemistry data can also be applied to a number of other purposes described in Section 2. Mudgases are collected from the drilling mud while the well is being drilled and can serve as a proxy for the natural gas chemistry of the formation being drilled at the time. The characterization of isotope data from mudgases is the primary basis for the OGC regulations mentioned earlier. Mudgas sampling is generally contaminated by the circulation of air and drilling fluids down the wellbore. This contamination during sampling will dilute the true ‘in-place’ gas in the well, thereby strongly influencing the actual mole fraction of the hydrocarbons based on the total gas present. In some cases, this can be resolved by using comparative ratios (i.e., using normalized abundances to account for the contamination) rather than absolute ratios of composition by ppm. Further discussion on data selection in this category is in Section 4.1.1.

3.4 Environmental gas geochemistry applications

It has been suggested that drilling activity by the natural gas industry leads to environmental groundwater concerns (Cheung et al. 2009, Cheung et al. 2010, Hakala 2014, Vengosh et al. 2014, Rice et al. 2018, Soeder 2018), including NEBC (Nowamooz et al. 2015). In addition, it has been demonstrated that the production of natural gas contributes to greenhouse gas budgets (Merritt et al. 1995, Etiope et al. 2008, Schwietzke et al. 2017, Townsend-Small et al. 2016) including methane leakages (e.g., Rivard et al. 2014, Hakala 2014, Ing et al. 2014, Skuce et al. 2014, Ing 2015, Humez et al. 2016a). These contributions are commonly in the form of well-site emissions, but also include pipeline emissions (e.g., Karion et al. 2015, Lamb et al. 2015, Marchese et al. 2015, Lavoie et al. 2017, von Fischer et al. 2017). Well-site emissions can include from a vent required by regulations on the surface casing of the well, (listed as Surface Casing Vent Flow, SCVF), or fugitive emissions from outside the wellhead, commonly referred to as bubbling or “gas migration” (Bachu 2017) and “bubble gas” in the lab reports. These well and pipeline emissions have previously been claimed to be much worse than predicted (Atherton et al. 2017, Johnson et al. 2017) and current research is ongoing to better determine emissions by aerial sensing (Whiticar et al. 2018).

World-wide concerns relating to the emission of gases during exploration and production have focussed on three primary areas: 1) fracturing/stimulation operations (e.g., Botner et al. 2018, Barth-Naftilan et al. 2018), 2) casing failure (Davies et al. 2014), or 3) lack of remediation of wells that have been abandoned (e.g., Kang et al. 2014, 2016, Boothroyd et al. 2016, Townsend-Small et al. 2016). There are many previous studies on SCVF from various areas of petroleum production in Canada (Kempin 2012, Rivard et al. 2014, Bachu 2017 [updating Watson and Bachu 2009]). Studies in Alberta show gas migration has occurred from immature shallow Colorado Group shales (Rowe and Muehlenbachs 1999), glacial till (Hendry et al. 2017a, b), and shallower coals (Humez et al. 2016b). These sources are not related to natural gas production activities, but rather from microbial sources. The geochemistry of the sources of shallow methane, however, is complex (Hakala 2014) and enhanced characterization of provenance could benefit from: 1) noble gas analyses such as Neon / Xenon (Darrah et al. 2014, Darrah et al. 2015), 2) radiocarbon ($^{14}$C) studies (Botner et al. 2018), or 3) clumped isotopic ratios (Stolper et al. 2014a, b, 2015, Douglas et al. 2016, Douglas et al. 2017, Shuai et al. 2018, Webb et al. 2017, Young et al. 2017). The latter analyses have data requirements (Ono et al. 2014) that are not currently included in BC-NGA data, but could be informative in further studies.

Resolving the uncertainty between water well testing for “lighter” isotopes (Taylor et al. 2000) and oil and gas well isotopes (Humez et al. 2016a) relies on a geographically widely distributed sample set. It is the concerns about atmospheric emissions and also possible contamination of local groundwater in western Canada (Cheung et al. 2009, Cheung et al. 2010) that have led to the use of a “natural gas fingerprint” (Rowe and Muehlenbachs 1999, Tilley et al. 2001) to identify gas sources and correlations. Research in NEBC to characterize fugitive gas emissions and the groundwater isotopes is currently under study (Cahill et al. 2018).
4 Samples, Methods, and Data

Gas samples from the petroleum industry were collected by different operating companies (mudgas on three wells and production gas from twenty wells) and sent to BF-SEOS for MC plus ISO analysis and is described in Section 4.3. The data collected as new data specific to the BC-NGA project are listed in Table 2 of Section 5. Other data were obtained directly from the OGC website but have not been reported as a consolidated database prior to this thesis. Data previously released as individual reports are added to Sections 6.1 and 6.2. The study included the evaluation for mapping of more than 14,000 OGC records for previous MC analysis on production gas (see Section 4.1).

4.1 Open Source (Public) Data

The BC Oil and Gas Commission (OGC) is the primary source of the natural gas data summarized by the BC-NGA project and used in this thesis. All the data submissions are archived on the OGC website https://files.bcogc.ca/thinclient/Login.aspx. All data generated by the BC-NGA project, as described in Section 5, are public data available through the OGC. In order to access the data, users must know the WA# (well application number defined in Section 2). A map view of the data elements is available online from the OGC at: https://data-bcogc.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/9149cb556e694617970a5774621af8be_0/data and details of further data access are posted on the main OGC website. Public usefulness of the data is facilitated by providing the basic characterization plots provided in this thesis. Another part of the need for open source use of the data is the direct visualization of the raw data by those with access to COTS software, e.g., a spreadsheet program with graphing capabilities. All of the figures created for this thesis as profiles and interpretive plots were made with Microsoft Excel™. All of the data can be downloaded from the OGC file library and visualized directly using a COTS laptop computer.

The OGC https://www.bcogc.ca/ is a public regulatory commission, with data collection and dissemination as part of its mandate. Manual sorting of the data was required because, although industry data since the 19th century is available, usable geochemistry data has only recently been available from NEBC since the use of GC-CF-IRMS starting before 1988 (Tilley 1988). The other constraint is that very recent data are still held confidential by the OGC for a time period prescribed by regulations ranging from weeks to years. The OGC also retains samples of rock (core and chips) collected during drilling, and additional data of rock properties, such as kerogen and/or pyrobitumen stable isotopes, could be generated from analysis of those samples.
4.1.1 Data validation process

Mudgas sampling is generally contaminated by the circulation of air and drilling fluids down the wellbore. This contamination during sampling will dilute the true ‘in-place’ gas in the well, thereby strongly influencing the actual mole fraction of the hydrocarbons based on the total gas present. In some cases, this can be resolved by using relative rather than absolute ratios, i.e., using normalized abundances to account for the contamination. These relative compositional ratios of hydrocarbons can be more representative of the in-situ composition. However, they cannot be used when the drilling mud has additives, which can introduce contaminating hydrocarbons (e.g., ‘invert mud’ that can contain propane, butane, pentane, etc.). Similarly, a sample that is collected from a well after a well stimulation that includes hydrocarbons (e.g., ‘propane frac’) typically has highly contaminated hydrocarbon compositional ratios, deeming them unsuitable as a representative sample. Mixing of production gas can also present a serious issue, especially where gas flow from different wellbores and formations are commingled before the sampling point (e.g., the ‘metering station’).

Microbial activity can sometimes occur in samples where natural or introduced microbes activate or reactivate with changing geochemical conditions (e.g., changes in water, nutrients, or redox conditions). Some samples could be affected by microbial activity during storage. This can be seen in core samples or chip collection where the material is stored in desorption canisters for extended periods of time at reservoir temperatures.

Biodegradation can affect natural gas during sample storage and cautions are mentioned (e.g., Hendry et al. 2017b) to ensure that oxidation of methane, if it occurred in the sample containers, is accounted for. Figure 11 shows the plot of $C_1$ (methane) ppm vs $C_2$ (ethane) ppm for all profile datapoints in the BC-NGA project.

![Figure 11. Plot of $C_2$ (ppm) vs $C_1$ (ppm) for all profile data (OGC+BF-SEOS) with highlighting for anomalies.](image)
A reasonably constant ratio for C$_1$ (ppm) vs C$_2$ (ppm) that fit to 3 main trend (blue) lines indicates that there is no unusual gas contamination. Exceptions to these trends are 2 other linear trends for WA#30498 and its twin WA#30497 that were deemed to be internally consistent and retained as valid data. WA#26660 was the other exception with a non-linear scatter indicating contamination. This well had no isotope data and was excluded from this study.

Using the data from the BC-NGA project has some data legacy as filtering multiple data reducing to one location was required for mapping. Some of the filtering was to create a time series that is not discussed here, but other filtering is the selection of the most representative data for each location. This process will be re-evaluated as the BC-NGA project continues, but it skews the MC dataset used in this thesis. After BC-NGA project determined that the sample is representative by having consistent internal trends in gas contents seen on plots, other plots are used to determine if the gas source is microbial or thermogenic with a confirmation that it is not abiotic as mentioned in Section 3.2. The most common diagnostic tool (e.g., Etioppe and Sherwood-Lollar 2013) for this determination is the CD Diagram (Figure 6, modified after Schoell 1983). Changes from kerogen to gas with different conditions of microbial or thermogenic activity (e.g., Tissot and Welte 1984, Rashid 1985, Hunt 1996) are also often expressed by the Bernard Diagram (Figure 5, Evans and Whiticar 2016a). As can be seen in Sections 7.3 and 7.4, the Bernard and CD Diagrams were initially confusing until other plots such as the δ$_{13}^{13}$C$_1$ vs δ$_{13}^{13}$C$_2$ plots (after Berner and Faber 1988, 1996) were added to the interpretation.
4.2 Well Configuration and Data Structure

An important question in the thesis is how best to represent the new data type sourced from directional drilling. One limitation to COTS software is that it does not necessarily handle sophisticated data concepts – a data point is a single 3D X/Y/Z location plus a time stamp (becoming 4D that will be summarized in future publications and is not included here). The configuration of the analytical reports archived by the OGC for unconventional production in the oil and gas industry involves data segments. Most common of the data types is a segment of a stimulated (e.g., ‘frac-ed’) horizontal (HZ) well bore as an ‘open tunnel of data collection’ drilled sideways through the reservoir, often in multiple directions from a ‘motherbore’. For production gas testing the whole interval of the HZ completion is treated as a single sample. The vertical (VT) borehole or ‘motherbore’ is most commonly viewed as the well profile as it intersects columns of other strata before turning to a HZ configuration, but it almost never has gas production assigned to the VT section. Radial HZ multi-lateral wells (imagine an upside-down umbrella with the fabric removed) are becoming rare, being replaced by recent completions by industry are with long HZ legs running parallel to each other like the tines of a fork bent perpendicular to the vertical fork handle, which represents the ‘motherbore’. Figure 12 depicts this form of data representation. Presenting that 3D configuration on a map means that some vertical aspects are hidden and a flat 2D profile can be either a horizontal graph or a vertical graph that will not show the well curvature and other deviations. Unless the user has access to petroleum industry software, which can be both expensive and complicated, the results of data display will be necessarily be simplified.

Figure 12. Schematic representation of data collection in a HZ multi-lateral well – from slb.com.
These data constraints result in each map data point in this thesis represents a number of subsurface data segments called HZ laterals, each with its own WA# and often stretching kilometers from the surface location that is the map point. The data are collected vertically through many layers of strata along a VT column, then turning through a radius to a HZ row of data suspended in a portion of a rock layer below the VT segments.

The regional database is constructed around a well location that is the surface hole X/Y coordinates plus the Z as the measured depth (MD on the profiles) down the wellbore path irrespective of deviations to the top of the testing segment. This is not the true geospatial location as that needs to be calculated from the well elevation and deviation survey. In addition, the thickness of the test interval and/or bottom depth/location needs to be factored in to determine the location centroid. More detailed queries to locate specific data at sub-kilometer specific locations, should be referred to the well survey reports held by the OGC. The samples collected as mudgas, which is the gas exsolved from the circulation fluids during the drilling activities, is usually assumed to have a small thickness where the bottom depth is very close to the top depth. The data category is the only one that usually cannot have a time series of multiple tests at the same location. Other types of data can test multiple intervals of different thicknesses multiple times over a span of days or years.
4.3 Gas Sample Submission processes and Analytical Methods

For gas samples submitted to BF-SEOS, only sweet gas intervals were sampled by the operating companies and issues with shipping the toxic gas H₂S to BF-SEOS were avoided. As the category of wells requiring sampling by the regulations for ISO analysis was limited in number over the past three years, the project scope was expanded to include natural gas from commercial production activities (usually called ‘production gas’). Only a few of these samples had minor H₂S composition. The usual HAZMAT shipping procedures were adhered to and the samples were stored in a secure safety facility for hazardous gases.

The analytical procedures to generate the MC and ISO data are described in the reports submitted by BF-SEOS. The analytical procedure for the stable isotope ratio measurements, known as Compound Specific Isotope Analyses (CSIA, Hayes et al. 1989, Brand et al. 1994, Jochmann et al. 2006) or Gas Chromatography Combustion Isotope Ratio-Mass Spectrometry (GC-C-IRMS; Merritt et al. 1995, Whiticar and Eek 2001). (Figure 13) illustrates the basic analytical procedure for ¹³C/¹²C measurements by Continuous Flow Isotope Ratio-Mass Spectrometry (CF-IRMS).

![Diagram](image)

The samples are analyzed for light hydrocarbon molecular composition ‘MC’ by injection into a Gas Chromatograph with Flame Ionization Detection to obtain C₁, C₂, C₃, nC₄, iC₄ abundances (relative mole fractions as ppm C₁-C₄ hydrocarbons). The stable isotope ratio measurements are made by CF-IRMS where the gas mixture in the sample is carried by helium through a gas chromatograph column to partition the compounds. This is followed by combustion in an oxidation oven with combination of copper oxide / platinum wires at 870 °C. This combustion quantitatively oxidizes the hydrocarbon gases to the products carbon dioxide and combustion water for each gas species eluting sequentially from the gas chromatograph column. The combustion water is removed by a Nafion™ trap and the combustion carbon dioxide is inlet on-line to the IRMS where the isotopologues (molecular masses of 44, 45, and 46) from each hydrocarbon species are separated and individually quantified (e.g., Whiticar and Eek 2001).

After completion of sample analysis, the results were compiled (e.g., Figure 14) and reported to the operating company who submitted it to the OGC. Additional samples were analyzed by other labs (e.g., AGAT, Maxxam, Weatherford, Isotech, GChem) with similar reports sent to OGC and held under the usual confidentiality period for the wells. All the reports were downloaded by BC-NGA and merged into the data compilation.
4.4 Open Source Data Examples and Structure

As stated in Section 4.1, the OGC has a large archive of publicly available gas well data reports. To create a database for this thesis, the data were extracted and formatted into one large compilation. Prior to the creation of this new database, every user wanting to access the data had to selectively retrieve and extract thousands of individual reports. In addition, the OGC dataset required editing, for example to correct entry errors or remove duplicate entries. An example of the database view is provided as Figure 15 and the metadata for the new database design is provided as Appendix C.

Data were downloaded as a gas analysis table in CSV format plus individual gas analysis reports as PDF, JPG, or CSV files with multiple types of layout for data addition or confirmation. Data loading masks were employed to select and load data fields and manual confirmation of almost every data load was completed. The resulting database is the first public compilation of gas geochemistry data for NEBC.

Over 14,000 records (i.e., sample entries) of gas composition (MC) data were downloaded from the OGC gas analysis database. I subsequently edited the dataset to 9,275 records of mappable location and stratigraphy combinations for the plays in NEBC. Each well location can have multiple test depths and thus a 3D picture of the geochemistry is preserved by data indexed to WA# in combination with the test depth and its associated stratigraphic formation. The database, as seen in Figure 15, has each data record as a WA# and depth (but possibly multiple dates) and is represented by one record in the database. The 9,275 records were validated for correlation with the stratigraphy by a third-party contract (Evans and Hayes 2018). There are over 600 records of natural gas stable isotope ratio data (ISO) held by the OGC. I merged these ISO data with the main MC database.

Figure 15. Sample screenshot of database view in Microsoft XL with key mapping fields shown.
Dataset editing was done manually, and the details of that filtering depended on the decision described in Section 4.2 to complete the regional scale mapping based on the surface well location only. This reduced the deviated well bottom hole locations to a single pad location and thus the statistical weighting of hundreds of horizontal well bores having multiple test results from a single pad and/or motherbore, was reduced in the database to a few for each map location. The data filtering focussed on age and style of data collection (e.g., recent drillstem testing and metering station production gas was preferred to older ‘casing gas’ or ‘unknown’). Obvious errors in the data (e.g., $\delta^{13}$C$_{1}$ for any type of reservoir gas having a positive isotope value) were communicated back to OGC for an update from the lab.
5  Results: BF-SEOS data summary

BF-SEOS had received slightly over 200 natural gas samples from wells in NEBC by October 2018. As only final reported samples are listed in Table 2, there are only 186 samples listed in this thesis as released. An example of the data report is shown as Figure 14, but more detail is available in the reports available for download from OGC using the WA# as the reference on the web-site. BF-SEOS completed 7 reports for the hydrocarbon isotopic analysis by GC-IRMS processes (3 mudgas profiles, 3 sets of production gas and 1 set of samples for SCVF) described in Section 4.3 and summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. List of gas samples submitted to BF-SEOS with new analysis completed for ISO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>operator</th>
<th>#wells prodgas</th>
<th>#wells mudgas</th>
<th># of samples</th>
<th>WA# listed</th>
<th>date rec’d (BF-SEOS lab)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Yoho’</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32990 single</td>
<td>4-Oct-2017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Suncor’</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>SCVF surface only</td>
<td>8-Nov-2016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Crew’</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30876 and 31960</td>
<td>28-Oct-2016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Shell’</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>29926, 29921</td>
<td>19-Jul-2016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Crew’</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>for list see results</td>
<td>7-Jun-2016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Saguaro’</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>30308 single</td>
<td>29-Apr-2016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Chevron’</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>29747/29727 double</td>
<td>22-Apr-2016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three vertical well profiles (WA#32990, WA#30308 and WA#29747/29727) listed in Table 2 are extracted from the main display of profiles in Appendix A and shown in graphical form (Figure 16, Figure 17, Figure 18). Characterization plots for these profiles are part of Section 6.1. Other maps and profiles are included in the appendices, but as they are not from the BF-SEOS analysis, and as such, only described as part of Section 6.2.
Figure 16. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#32990 (Appendix A, Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well [no geophysical well logs for deeper horizons, but total depth was just below the Montney]).
Figure 17. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#30308 (Appendix A, Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Detailed sampling was completed as seen on the right, but the isotopic analysis and iC₄/nC₄ was limited to relative concentrations greater than 1000 ppm = a few δ¹³C₁ and δ²H-C₁ have values, but not δ¹³C₂ or δ¹³C₃, constraining the plots.).
Figure 18. Well profile, ISO data for WA#29727 (Appendix A, Liard Devonian well with some upheole samples. ISO data is only for methane as longer chain hydrocarbons had ppm less than 1000. The 1/30 Bernard ratio is off scale and the dryness ratio is between 1.0 and 0.993).
6  Data, database, and data presentation

This thesis is based on data stored in a set of sub-categories of ‘profiles’ and ‘maps’, described in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 with an additional map type described in Section 8.

6.1  Profile preparation and presentations

Data from BF-SEOS are incorporated into the well profiles in Appendix A of this thesis. The separate dataset for the profiles generated from OGC archives (separated from the mapping dataset) initially had 2000 lines of data, but there were 335 duplicate records from repeat reports that were removed by filtering. This resulted in 1639 usable records of gas isotope (ISO) data. Most of the records had associated molecular composition (MC) data, H_S is ‘TSTM’ (too small to measure), and useable Bernard ratios and iC_4/nC_4 ratios. The data from previous authors in Section 7.8 were not included. Thus, profiles include 1192 δ^{13}C_1 values, 1059 δ^{13}C_2 values, 967 δ^{13}C_3 values, and 313 δ^{2}H values for C_1. Other data categories (e.g., δ^{2}H for C_2 and δ^{13}CO_2 for only WA#32990) were only shown once (Figure 49) as they were rarely reported.

The total number of profiles available for review in this Section (listed in Table 3) is 57 wells comprised of 14 vertical only data (VT) for multiple formations, 32 horizontal only data (HZ) for the Montney formation, and 7 profiles where samples were taken down the vertical portion and continued along the horizontal portion and labelled ‘both’. The ‘both’ wells were split into their respective VT and HZ portions. Of the HZ portions from ‘both’ wells, 2 were in the Besa River formation and analyzed only as continuation to the vertical leg, and the other 5 were Montney wells and grouped with the HZ wells. Subsequent to that, 8 profiles (indicated by ‘<10’ or ‘no data’ in Table 3) were removed as 5 wells had zero isotope data (3 HZ and 2 VT) and another 3 wells being HZ with fewer than 10 datapoints. These were flagged to OGC for confirmation to collect the ISO data. No further analysis was completed on these wells. The totals are 20 VT profiles and 31 HZ profiles.

The remaining 20 VT, 29 HZ Montney, and 2 HZ Besa River profiles were reviewed in the following fashion: the 29 HZ for the Montney completions were grouped as being generally representing the target middle member of the formation. The profile for WA# 28770 is one exception being mapped separately due to different behaviour (this profile has sawtooth analysis for different sample types, see below). The 20 VT (Table 3) profiles were all unique and plotted in Appendix A, but in order from north to south by location.

The profiles include ratios defined in Section 3.2 with the Bernard ratio reduced by a factor of 30 to be viewable on the same plots. There is also an additional ratio of “ISO diff2” that is an internal data check to confirm plotting of the ISO data on the adjacent profile.

The profile locations are mapped in Figure 20 modified from Appendix A.
Table 3. List of wells with profiles and data quality – ordered from South to North.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OGC WA#</th>
<th>same pad</th>
<th>VT data</th>
<th>HZ data</th>
<th>both data</th>
<th>VT profile</th>
<th>HZ profile</th>
<th>δ¹³C data</th>
<th>δ²H data</th>
<th>CD Diagram</th>
<th>Diagram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total&gt;</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>*c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31521</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31522</td>
<td>y31521</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31102</td>
<td>y31101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31103</td>
<td>y31101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30792</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30791</td>
<td>y30792</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29568</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31640</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31790</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32032</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31977</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26657</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27404</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25587</td>
<td>y26949</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26949</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26918</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26660</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32990</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28233</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33348</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30947</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30948</td>
<td>y30947</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30949</td>
<td>y30947</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28165</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28167</td>
<td>y28165</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31226</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31228</td>
<td>y31226</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31490</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31491</td>
<td>y31490</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31492</td>
<td>y31490</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30316</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28770</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30406</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30407</td>
<td>y30406</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30408</td>
<td>y30406</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28239</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28588</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32739</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31987</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30308</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29344</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32676</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31988</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32152</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32153</td>
<td>y32152</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30415</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29747</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29727</td>
<td>y29747</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29046</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a = y means see other entry for preferred profile;  
*b = "<10" means a few datapoints and profile not created, only map data;  
*c = "M" means only plotted with Montney all profiles.
6.2 Map sourced data

Most map data were sourced from public data archived at the OGC with the vast majority being MC-only data (Figure 19). Initial review maps have already been released as part of the BC-NGA project (Evans and Whiticar 2016b). All geological formations were considered initially for geochemical mapping in NEBC, but some formations do not have sufficient hydrocarbon data, other formations are too shallow for regional data collection, and other formations are very deep with limited borehole intersections. Most formations with a history of petroleum production have had extensive geological summaries that are briefly noted in the 2006 atlas where they are listed as ‘plays’ (MEM 2006a, b, c). The map data for each play are listed in Table 4 and also along with the metadata in Appendix C.

A new play was introduced above the stratigraphic sequence of the 2006 atlas (MEM 2006a, b, c), for surface emissions captured as a data horizon above the land surface and is described in Section 8.

All plays above the Dunvegan (Tertiary, Belly River, Chinook, Cardium, Doe Creek) and a few in the middle of the stratigraphic section (Sikanni, Scatter) have very limited data and aerial extent and thus are not included in Table 4. All plays stratigraphically below the Slave Point 4.30 and some above (e.g., Wabamun, Kakisa, Leduc) were deemed to have insufficient or complex data. In addition to the new 4.29a-Muskwa play (plotted with Jean Marie 4.28) and 4.32a-Evie play (Slave Point 4.30), there is also the play 4.15a-Fernie Group (including the Nordegg Formation) as extracted from the vertical profiles described in Section 6.1.

The well profiles from Section 6.1 did not add data to certain formations if those formations were thick (e.g., Bucking Horse Formation) and had a wide range of values for a single play. I marked as mappable only formations with a minimum number of data points, but the minimum depended on the geographic distribution and data quality. For example, if a play had data of only a few points in each formation but collated into some reasonable spread of geographic distribution and recent analysis, that play would be supported as mappable data, despite having fewer points than an oil horizon where the data were decades old and concentrated in one location. Geochemical and gas production evaluation indicated merging some plays (e.g., Gething with Bluesky, Cadotte with Paddy, Charlie Lake upper and lower). This reduced the map data set down to 20 horizons that have been listed in Table 4. Most formations correspond to the list of plays in the 2006 atlas (MEM 2006a, b, c), but only the plays with mappable number of datapoints are listed below.

The transfer of data from the profiles (Appendix A) to the map data (Appendix B) was done by manual selection of the profile intervals (if there was more than one for a formation) that appeared to match the trend of the well. This matching process was filtered to identify anomalies, as seen in the profiles. There was a risk that the potential mis-match of data would shift trends identified in the mapping, but this was back-corrected with an annotation in the profiles data. Thick shallow formations (e.g., Buckinghorse and Spirit River formations) and formations with complicated member level stratigraphy (e.g., Charlie Lake Formation) or variable profiles (e.g., Halfway Formation) were not transferred to the maps as the profiles are currently impossible to reconcile to one data point. In these cases, further work is needed to determine subsets of the formations that can be mapped as a unit based on stratigraphic correlation of members within these large packages. Where a complicated formation had only one data point, mapping created anomalies by data availability. There were hundreds of samples not transferred
from the Montney HZ profiles as only one data point was selected for each pad. The selection was done by visual check for fit to trend.

Table 4. List of formations/plays in the 2006 Atlas annotated with data for mapping and which ones were included in Appendix B (shaded portions of table indicate insufficient data for mapping).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>play#</th>
<th>merged</th>
<th>MC no ISO</th>
<th>MC w ISO</th>
<th>δ13C data</th>
<th>δ2H data</th>
<th>ISO plots</th>
<th>maps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.00-surface data</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td>triangle'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.06-Dunvegan Formation</td>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>MC only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.09-Paddy /Cadotte Mmbr incl Peace R</td>
<td></td>
<td>204</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>MC only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.11-Spirit River Formation</td>
<td></td>
<td>641</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>MC only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.12-Bluesky Formation +Gething4.13</td>
<td></td>
<td>1810</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>MC + ISO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.14-Cadomin / Chinkeh Fm</td>
<td></td>
<td>462</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>MC + ISO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.15a-Fernie / Nordegg add</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>MC + ISO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.15-Nikanassin Formation / Buick Creek Sandstone</td>
<td></td>
<td>509</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>MC + ISO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.16-Pardonet / Baldonnel / Upper Charlie Lake incl all CharlieL</td>
<td></td>
<td>1766</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>MC + ISO + H2S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.19-Halfway Formation</td>
<td></td>
<td>1419</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>MC + ISO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.20-Lower Halfway / Doig Formations</td>
<td></td>
<td>419</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>MC + ISO + H2S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.21-Montney Formation</td>
<td></td>
<td>970</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
<td>MC + ISO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.22-Belloy / Taylor Flat / Fantasque Formations</td>
<td></td>
<td>272</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>MC only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.23-Mattson / Kiskatinaw Formations</td>
<td></td>
<td>82</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>only profile</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>MC only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.24-Debolt Formation</td>
<td></td>
<td>299</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>MC + ISO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.25 Banff / Exshaw / Besa R</td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>MC only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.28-Jean Marie Formation plot with 4.29a</td>
<td></td>
<td>857</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>merged</td>
<td>MC only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.29a-Muskwa (add to atlas)</td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>MC + ISO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.30-Slave Point Formation limited areal extent</td>
<td></td>
<td>493</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>MC + ISO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.32a Evie (add to atlas) plot with 4.30</td>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>merged</td>
<td>MC only</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 19. MC data index map (Evans and Whiticar 2016b).
Figure 20. Location map of profiles with vertical profiles labelled (modified from Appendix A).
7 Data interpretation and discussion

The BC-NGA project intended to use the “natural gas fingerprint” (Rowe and Muehlenbachs 1999, Tilley et al. 2001) to identify gas sources and correlate to geologic settings (Evans and Whiticar 2016a). Graphical methods are an essential approach for the characterization of natural gases. These can include both the MC and ISO parameters, often as ratios or plots, which are the current interpretation tools for complex multivariate characterization.

From the BC-NGA data, I calculate various ratios based on the MC data and the mathematical difference in isotope ratios between different species (‘isotope difference plots’ e.g., \(\delta^{13}C_2-\delta^{13}C_3\)) from the ISO data. In these plots, stable carbon and hydrogen isotope ratios are combined with every gas species (6 used here as \(C_1, C_2, C_3, iC_4, nC_4, CO_2\)) to create 11 variables, plus the molecular composition for 6 variables, as well as a number of calculated ratios and differentials (e.g., \(\delta^{12}C_2-\delta^{12}C_3\), \(iC_4/nC_4\) ratio, Bernard ratio, etc.) for over 20 variables. At least 10 more variables would be needed if time series were included in this thesis.

The process of interpretation of the two datasets was to use plots and proceed from basic hydrocarbon molecular composition ratios, through Bernard and CD Diagrams for methane only data, into Prinzhofer and Lorant Diagrams on the higher hydrocarbons, to Berner-Faber Diagrams of \(\delta^{13}C_1\), \(\delta^{13}C_2\), \(\delta^{13}C_3\) and the final proposed characterization plot of \(\delta^{13}C_3 vs iC_4/nC_4\) ratio.

Most geochemical characterizations use the classical ‘Bernard’ (Figure 5) and ‘CD’ (Figure 6) Diagrams as plots for interpretation (e.g., Schoell 1983, Berner and Faber 1988, 1996, Schoell 1988, Jenden et al. 1993, Whiticar 1994, 1996, 1999, Ethoie et al. 2009, Cheung et al. 2010, Kotarba et al. 2014, etc.). These diagrams form the foundation, where possible, for the well profiles in Appendix A and most maps in Appendix B. However, these diagrams can sometimes lead to ambiguous classifications due to overlaps in gas-source data fields and secondary processes, such as mixing and alteration (e.g., Whiticar 1994, 1996, Ethoie et al. 2009). The interpretations can be improved by including less common, interpretative diagrams (e.g., Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, Prinzhofer et al. 2009, Prinzhofer et al. 2010, Prinzhofer and Deville 2013). I have found the ‘Prinzhofer Diagram’ (the MC ratios \(C_2/C_3\) vs \(C_2/iC_4\)) and the ‘Lorant Diagram’ (the ISO ratio \(\delta^{13}C_2-\delta^{13}C_3\) vs the MC ratio \(C_2/C_3\)) more useful in distinguishing between surface emissions and reservoir gas. These can augment or supplant the Bernard and CD Diagrams especially considering that \(\delta^2H-C_1\) data are not often available for the CD Diagram. The preferred diagrams for characterization are the Berner-Faber Diagrams of \(\delta^{13}C_1\), \(\delta^{13}C_2\), \(\delta^{13}C_3\) and the final proposed characterization plot of \(\delta^{13}C_3 vs iC_4/nC_4\) ratio which are presented in sequence.

The data is sourced from 2 parts of the database: well profiles (Section 6.1) and map data (Section 6.2) but is discussed in a combined manner in the following sections. The dataset for well profiles includes the three BF-SEOS profiles shown in Section 5 (Figure 16, Figure 17, Figure 18) and other profiles used by the BC-NGA project in Appendix A. The map data have interpretive diagrams for plays with data in Appendix B, but selected diagrams are presented here. Detailed maps for each of the parameters in Appendix B are shown at http://bc-nga.ca/

Horizontal profiles are included here despite being very different in the analysis: when the profile is in the target reservoir, there is not very much deviation from a mean value and thus the data can be used
as a single point in the map data. One exception to this is WA#28770 in Appendix A has data that leads to a new plot proposed in this thesis (Section 7.7) for gas characterization.

7.1.1 Data limitations or constraints

Molecular composition data has thousands of results. Isotopic analysis has hundreds of results and interpretation is noticeably limited in geographic occurrence of the data. Another issue is that $\delta^2$H-$C_1$ is commonly not analyzed, so only a small fraction of ISO data have $\delta^{13}C_1$ / $\delta^2$H-$C_1$ isotope pairs from which I could generate CD Diagrams. Many samples do not have isotope analysis for hydrocarbons larger than methane ($\delta^{13}C_1$). Only one well (WA#32990, Figure 49) and one play (4.21 Montney) has carbon dioxide isotope data ($\delta^{13}CO_2$). Additional concerns arise from lack of correlation of the gas signature obtained from mudgas analyses compared to the reservoir gas and there may be a shift due to well production from the true reservoir gas to production gas compositions. The data most frequently reported appear to be: 1) molecular composition (MC) values for production gas, 2) MC ratios for mudgas diluted by atmospheric circulation, and 3) ISO data of $\delta^{13}C_1$, $\delta^{13}C_2$, and $\delta^{13}C_3$ for both mudgas and production gas.

The results from mudgas sampling (most of the profiles in Appendix A) do show contaminant mixing of the gases with atmospheric circulation from the drilling process. Although undesirable, it is the standard for testing intermediate strata at this time. Correlating the mudgas results to reservoir gas testing from production gas samples is also problematic as production gas has similar data constraints with possible contamination from well stimulations, commingling, service injections, and swabbing as only a few examples. A working theory for future work is that mudgas isotopes will be different than desorption canister isotopes and production gas isotopes will shift over the life of the reservoir and a time-series will need to be further evaluated.

In looking for example for shallow biodegradation, the BC-NGA data must be assessed for the shallowest samples. All but four of the profiles in Appendix A have ISO data at a minimum depth of greater than 700m and only two of those four have $\delta^{13}C_2$ data. This contrasts with other studies that have a shallower maximum depth (e.g., Rowe and Muehlenbachs 1999: from surface to a maximum depth of 650m) and have data of $^{13}C_1$ depleted to $\delta^{13}C_1$ less than -55 ‰ plus $^{13}C_2$ depleted to $\delta^{13}C_2$ less than -45 ‰ (further depleted towards the surface). The four exceptions to the BC-NGA shallowest depth (WA# 29344, 30308, 32032, 32152) have data where $^{13}C_1$ is depleted to $\delta^{13}C_1$ between -50 and -60 ‰ and $^{13}C_2$ is depleted to $\delta^{13}C_2$ between -43 and -37 ‰. However, those depletions continue to depth on the profiles with 11 samples at depths greater than 390 mKB for $\delta^{13}C_1$ and 4 samples for $\delta^{13}C_2$. There are only 2 BC-NGA profiles with data deeper than 700 mKB where $^{13}C_1$ is depleted to $\delta^{13}C_1$ less than -55 ‰ (WA#29344 and 32676), but the shallowest points in some profiles still have $^{13}C_2$ trending enriched from $\delta^{13}C_2$ approximately -29 ‰ and are assumed to be biodegraded during updip migration (e.g., Rowe and Muehlenbachs 1999). There are still 53 other samples deeper than 700 mKB with $^{13}C$ depleted to $\delta^{13}C_1$ more than -50 ‰. The deepest of those is at 3720 mKB well depth. The $\delta^{13}C_2$ data appear to be more suitable for interpreting ‘shallow’ versus ‘deep’ gas, but it is also less frequently analysed.
7.2 Natural Gas Characterization from Molecular Composition diagrams

Following the example of Figure 11 in Section 4.1.1, MC data plots composed of all data are presented here (e.g., all map data in Figure 23). Well profiles from Appendix A do not support general plots of MC data as the mudgas sampling skews plotting of results that have atmospheric contamination. The exception to this is the horizontal profiles in the Montney as previously described to be homogeneous and used in many interpretive diagrams in this thesis.

Further confirmation of the 3 main trendlines in Figure 11 is better expressed as an example from a single well profile WA#26657 in the plot Figure 21a. In this single well profile, a 'V' pattern of 2 populations is shown that reflect two of the trendlines from Figure 11. The $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $\delta^{13}C_2$ diagram for the same well (WA#26657, Figure 21b) shows a shift from the kerogen line to depleted $^{13}C_1$ with depth, then a second trend for deeper samples. The bimodal geochemistry is either constrained by the stratigraphy or by the sampling having very low levels of hydrocarbons and thus lower accuracy. A different example of a reasonable MC plot is the well profile for WA#28588 (Figure 22a, where the composition is on trend versus depth) and the $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $\delta^{13}C_2$ diagram (Figure 22b, where a multi-depth deviation from the kerogen line is not related to composition). The lower trendline to higher maturity on Figure 11 is from the Liard/Horn River strata and is not present in the Montney areas. There is clear stratigraphic separation between trends, but further work is needed to better express that as the depth or stratigraphy where the trends switch apparently is not consistent from well to well. The interpretation of the Berner–Faber Diagrams is discussed in Section 7.6.

Figure 21a and b. Plot of $C_2$ (ppm) vs $C_1$ (ppm) for WA#26657 plus Appendix A $\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for WA#26657 (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996).
Figure 22a and b. Plot of C₂ (ppm) vs C₁ (ppm) for WA#28588 plus Appendix A δ^{13}C₁ versus δ^{13}C₂ plot for WA#28588 (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996).

Figure 23. Plot of C₂ (ppm) vs C₁ (ppm) for all map data (OGC+BF-SEOS) for all plays with 4 categories of sample types [note shift from saturated reservoir gas and high hydrocarbon surface gas to diluted surface gas and mudgas].
There are distinct data errors, some of which plot off the graph limits and are flagged to the data source for correction, and others that are on the graph and still an error (e.g., totalling more than 100%). However, there appears to be contamination due to dilution of gas samples from surface or mudgas collection. Figure 23 shows the mathematical limit where data totals more than 100% and where higher hydrocarbons than methane and ethane are present in the sample. When a normalization function of dividing the value by the total hydrocarbons reported is applied, the analyses tend to group together along with production gas (Figure 24). This suggests that some mudgas samples are representative of reservoir gas, but the mudgas data scatter is too large to be certain of gas characterization. Surface gas is not easily identified using this geochemical approach.

Figure 24. Plot of $C_2$ (ppm) vs $C_1$ (ppm) normalized to total hydrocarbons for all map data (OGC+BF-SEOS) for all plays with 4 categories of sample types that generally are close to the regression line for production gas.

The process of shifting from the raw MC data (Figure 23) to the normalized MC data (Figure 24) is not needed on plots for the ISO data (e.g., Figure 30 and Figure 33) as the ISO ratios stay constant even with dilution by atmospheric gases.

As the $C_2$ (ppm) versus $C_1$ (ppm) plot shows no clear separation between surface gas and production (or reservoir gas), but also mudgas samples are not diagnostic, so other gas species are plotted to $C_1$ (ppm)
normalized to all hydrocarbons (Figure 25, Figure 26a and b). The C₃ (ppm) vs C₁ (ppm) plot (Figure 25) shows a tighter trend, but still little separation between gases other than mudgas is not very reliable.

![Figure 25. Plot of C₃ (ppm) vs C₁ (ppm) normalized to total hydrocarbons for all map data (OGC+BF-SEOS) for all plays with 4 categories of sample types that generally are close to the regression line for reservoir gas.]

When the plot changes to another hydrocarbon species, the regression line for production gas changes gradient. When the regression line for C₂ ppm (Figure 24) is compared with C₃ ppm (Figure 25) there is a difference in slope. This difference is used as the X axis in the Lorant Diagram (Figure 10) for interpretation of sources. The ratio of C₃ ppm vs C₂ ppm does not show separation of gas in NEBC as well as the difference between δ¹³C₂ and δ¹³C₃ isotopes.

As butane is differentially reduced by biodegradation, the last plots showing iC₄ ppm vs C₁ ppm and nC₄ ppm vs C₁ ppm are a little more instructive (Figure 26a and b). These show the basis for normalized butane plots being informative for gas sources due to different patterns between iC₄ and nC₄ with some separation between surface gas samples and production gas samples. Figure 26a and b are normalized versions of the butane plots and are used as the basis for Figure 27.

The iC₄/nC₄ data set has more samples with higher concentrations than the iC₅/nC₅ data and pentanes often condense out of the samples at surface pressures and temperatures. This usually means that that iC₄/nC₄ data is commonly used and iC₅/nC₅ can have sampling bias.
Figure 26 and b. Plots of iC₄ (ppm) vs C₁ (ppm) and nC₄ (ppm) vs C₁ (ppm) normalized for all map data (OGC+BF-SEOS) for all plays with 4 categories of sample types that generally are close to the regression line for reservoir gas.

Figure 27. Plot of iC₄ (ppm) vs nC₄ (ppm) normalized to total hydrocarbons for all map data (OGC+BF-SEOS) for all plays with 4 categories of sample types that generally are close to the regression line for reservoir gas.
Individual formation level subdivisions of the C$_3$ ppm vs C$_2$ ppm plots are reproduced from Appendix B here as further examples. Most formations within the plays fit general trends that overlap as shown in the example for the Halfway, Doig, and Montney formations as plays 4.19, 4.20, 4.21 (Figure 28a). The distinction between the formations is visible for this one case in when H$_2$S is plotted against dryness (Figure 28b). The other example of a shallower play with a few formations included (Figure 29a and b) shows that the grouping of these formations to a single play crosses a geochemical boundary. This difference in composition may be due to the shift from more terrigenous sources to marine sources. Unfortunately, the only ISO data that is present for the strata in this last example is a few samples in the well profiles that cannot be used for interpretation.

![Figure 28a and b. Plot of C$_3$ (ppm) vs C$_2$ (ppm) and H$_2$S (ppm) vs dryness ratio for plays 4.19, 4.20, 4.21 as specific map data separated by formation (total map data).](image)

The data scatter on C$_{dryness}$ vs iC$_4$/nC$_4$ plots of older ‘MC only’ data from the OGC archive indicate sample contamination and assessment for representative sampling was completed by confirming deviations to either side of the thermal maturity trend. In cases where the deviation indicates agreement with previous work on oil migration as a source for gas generation (Wood and Sanei 2016), that is an indication of sample being representative of reservoir gases. These gases might include mixing from sources that do not produce any butanes (C$_4$), such as Coalbed Methane and gas generation from biodegradation that preferentially use one type of butane. Deviations to higher iC$_4$/nC$_4$ ratios compared to the presumed thermal trend need to be investigated further, including one ISO outlier data point. The ratio of iC$_4$/nC$_4$ is used further in gas characterization is Section 7.7.
Figure 29a and b. Plots of C₃ (ppm) vs C₂ (ppm) and Bernard ratio vs iC₄/nC₄ ratio for play 4.11 as specific map data separated by formation (‘SR’ in green is Spirit River – archived data only from OGC – no ISO data present).
7.3 Natural Gas Characterization from Bernard Diagrams

The map data for a representative series of plays in the middle of the stratigraphy can be plotted (including the Montney profile data coloured uniquely) using the Bernard ratio without a template (Figure 30). This allows for the detailed separation between plays to be noted: there is apparently one central cluster of datapoints for Triassic to Cretaceous plays and an exception as the Devonian Jean Marie / Muskwa combination play is higher maturity. The Montney profile data (mainly mudgas in red) shows a clear separation from the Montney map data (mainly production gas in green), and thus intraformational data separation by sampling type is assumed to affect the Bernard ratio for mudgas analysis. The same Bernard Diagram using the template illustrates a pervasive thermogenic component to the data (Figure 31). This results in a tight cluster of all plays with little separation for characterization.

The corresponding Bernard Diagram for the 3 BF-SEOS profiles (Figure 32) illustrates a progression in geographic location from the Montney areas for WA#30308 and WA#32990 to the Liard area for the profile combination WA#29747-29727. There is a corresponding increase in thermal maturity. On Figure 32, the shallowest samples of the well profile plot outside the thermogenic zone, but only by a small amount and are still outside the common field for microbial gas (‘Bacterial Methanogenesis’). A better expression of the well profile data is seen in the next sections.

Figure 30. Plot of Bernard ratio vs. $\delta^{13}C_1$ of selected Triassic and Cretaceous plays (maps and profiles data) without interpretive template.
Figure 31. Interpretive Bernard Diagram for selected plays from Triassic to Cretaceous ages and one Devonian age (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure 32. Interpretive Bernard Diagram, 4 BF-SEOS profiles, WA#32990 (red), 30308 (black), 29747 (green), 29727 (purple). (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999)
7.4 Natural Gas Characterization from CD Diagrams

The Montney profiles and map data can also be shown on a CD Diagram (Figure 33) as many data points have both $\delta^{13}C_1$ and $\delta^2H-C_1$. When the CD template is used (Figure 34) the result is a spread of data through the thermogenic window, but no clear characterization is noted. Only a Bernard Diagram is relevant for the Bluesky/ Gething data, as that play has only a single suspect data point with both $\delta^{13}C_1$ and $\delta^2H-C_1$. All of the other plays discussed here as examples have either no data or a single data point with both $\delta^{13}C_1$ and $\delta^2H-C_1$. As the Bernard Diagram (Figure 31) demonstrates, the two populations of Montney data types completely overlap, in agreement with the CD Diagram, but there is an extension into the hydrothermal field. Some samples plot in the geothermal field due to isotope shifts, which is consistent with other work (Niemann and Whiticar 2017).

![Plot of $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs. $\delta^2H-C_1$ for Montney (maps and profiles data).](image)

*Figure 33. Plot of $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs. $\delta^2H-C_1$ for Montney (maps and profiles data).*
The corresponding CD Diagram for the 3 BF-SEOS profiles (Figure 35) shows the same progression in geographic location from the Montney areas for WA#30308 and WA#32990 to the Liard area for the profile combination WA#29747-29727 can be seen by a corresponding increase in thermal maturity. These three profiles are revisited in Section 7.6.
Figure 35. Isotope CD Diagram for 3 BF-SEOS profiles, WA#32990 (red), 30308 (black), 29747 / 29727 (purple). (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
7.5 Natural Gas Characterization with Prinzhofer and Lorant Diagrams

Two diagrams are grouped together in this Section. The ‘Prinzhofer diagram’, which is strictly molecular composition (has MC ratios for axis) is complemented by the carbon isotope-based ‘Lorant diagram’. The ‘Prinzhofer diagram’ uses only MC data, so it opens up the entire gas geochemistry database (blue triangles on plots of map data in Appendix B. The samples from NEBC have a consistent $\delta^{13}C_2-\delta^{13}C_3$ differential, and the Berner-Faber Diagrams of Section 7.6 have more functionality for gas characterization than relying on $\delta^{13}C_2-\delta^{13}C_3$. The petroleum system analysis for gas sources appears to have a consistent result based on the Prinzhofer and Lorant Diagrams (Appendix B).

The plot of Montney map data on Prinzhofer (Figure 36) and Lorant Diagrams (Figure 37) show secondary cracking in numerous stages of thermal maturity depending on the geographic location, but also extend to gases of higher maturity and biodegradation than in the Prinzhofer (Figure 38) and Lorant (Figure 39) Diagrams for the Bluesky/Gething play. These plots, and others in Appendix B show the trend is common for the Cretaceous rocks and the Triassic Montney play. The maturity effect may be amplified by the proximity of coal seams as additional sources for the methane.
Figure 36. Molecular ratio $C_2/C_3$ vs. $C_2/iC_4$ ‘Prinzhofeier Diagram’ for the Montney map data (Almost all Montney gas is interpreted to be intermediate between thermogenic and biodegradation).
Figure 37. Plot of $\delta^{13}C_2$-$\delta^{13}C_3$ vs. $C_2/C_3$ ‘Lorant Diagram’ for the Montney map data (Almost all Montney gas is secondary cracking of oil and gas, with strong indication of secondary cracking of gas).

Generally, these diagrams are a good indication of gas generation processes, but are less useful for gas characterization.
Figure 38. Molecular ratio $C_2/C_3$ vs. $C_2/iC_4$ ‘Prinzhofer Diagram’ for the Bluesky to Montney plays from map data (Much Bluesky gas is similar to the lower maturity portion of the Montney play, but Gething might be CBM and Montney map data is different than Montney profile data).
Figure 39. Plot of $\delta^{13}C_2$-$\delta^{13}C_3$ vs. $C_2/C_3$ ‘Lorant Diagram’ for the Bluesky to Montney plays from map data (Much Bluesky gas is possibly secondary cracking of oil and gas, similar to the lower maturity portion of the Montney play, but Gething might be CBM).
Isotope plots of $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $\delta^{13}C_2$ and $\delta^{13}C_2$ vs $\delta^{13}C_3$ were applied by Stahl 1973, 1977, 1979, Redding et al. 1980, Schoell 1980, Rice and Claypool 1981, Holmes et al. 1981, Schoell 1983, 1984, Faber and Stahl 1984, Berner and Faber 1988, 1996 to assess the thermal maturity of natural gas (see Section 7.8). Their plots were based on pyrolysis experiments, so need to be ‘calibrated’ for different source types and basins. A reminder is necessary that there are two forms of data presented here: mudgas data from the well profiles, and other sample sources marked as map data.

The Montney map data (Figure 40 and Figure 41) when presented on $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $\delta^{13}C_2$ and $\delta^{13}C_2$ vs $\delta^{13}C_3$ plots are similar to Bluesky/Gething (Figure 42 and Figure 43), but also similar to the Montney profile data (Figure 44 and Figure 45). The separate map data confirm the profile data quite well and shows the same shift on the plot to $^{13}C$ depleted $\delta^{13}C_1$ than the modeled kerogen line. The Bluesky/Gething map data (not extracted from the well profile data) demonstrate a similar trend to the Montney data with approximately the same shift to $^{13}C$ depleted $\delta^{13}C_1$. Continuing from Figure 44 and Figure 45 with only the trendlines from the Montney and Bluesky plots, many other plays within NEBC have a similar shift despite some very low data counts (Figure 46 and Figure 47). A possible interpretation is that the methane is possibly a mixed gas, which can complicate its use for source typing.
Figure 40. Interpretive diagram δ^{13}C_1 vs δ^{13}C_2 plot for Montney maps in Appendix B (Figure B 83) with additional trendline to represent data on composite diagrams (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996).
Figure 41. Interpretive diagram $\delta^{13}C_2$ vs $\delta^{13}C_3$ plot for Montney maps in Appendix B with additional trendline to represent data on composite diagrams (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996).
Figure 42. Interpretive diagram $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for Bluesky/Gething maps in Appendix B with additional trendline to represent data on composite diagrams (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996).
Appendix A presents profiles across the whole of NEBC, but there is a skew of the data in the Montney Heritage area (Hayes 2018) to only data from horizontal profiles (Montney HZ) which are included with all Montney data in the next $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $\delta^{13}C_2$ and $\delta^{13}C_2$ vs $\delta^{13}C_3$ plots.
The corresponding Berner-Faber Diagrams for the three BF-SEOS profiles is reduced to a single well profile, WA#32990, that has $\delta^{13}C_2$ and $\delta^{13}C_3$ data to support the $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $\delta^{13}C_2$ and $\delta^{13}C_2$ vs $\delta^{13}C_3$ diagrams (Figure 48a and b). The other two well profiles from BF-SEOS data had low hydrocarbon gas contents and do not plot on Berner-Faber Diagrams. The primary question that arises from analysis of these plots is the shift from the previously used kerogen lines in the $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $\delta^{13}C_2$ and $\delta^{13}C_2$ vs $\delta^{13}C_3$ plots for WA#32990. This may be explained by examining a plot of $\delta^{13}CO_2$ vs $\delta^{13}C_1$ (Figure 49) that indicates a possible different source for the methane (Whiticar at al 1986) that corresponds with the CD Diagrams (Figure 34 and Figure 35) having no data in the hydrogenotrophic field and shallower data is only trending to the acetoclastic field. This aspect is discussed further in conjunction with the other plots including OGC archived data to determine overall trend and how the methane may be from other sources.
The issue with the $\delta^{13}\text{C}_1$ vs $\delta^{13}\text{C}_2$ plot for WA#32990 (Figure 48a) and the Montney plus Bluesky/Gething plot (Figure 44) depends on the apparently uniform $\delta^{13}\text{C}_1$ depletion. On the $\delta^{13}\text{C}_2$ vs $\delta^{13}\text{C}_3$ plot (Figure 45, Figure 48b) data plots near or along the kerogen line, but the $\delta^{13}\text{C}_1$ vs $\delta^{13}\text{C}_2$ plot (Figure 44, Figure 48a) has most of the data shifted down to depleted $^{13}\text{C}_1$. The points that plot near the $\delta^{13}\text{C}_1$ vs $\delta^{13}\text{C}_2$ kerogen line are the furthest south locations (WA#32032 and WA#26918 in Appendix A). These well locations are closer to the Alberta region of the Montney play. If the kerogen line is shifted for $\delta^{13}\text{C}_1$ in these plots, do all the plots that depend on $\delta^{13}\text{C}_1$, such as the Bernard and CD Diagrams, need to also be shifted? This question cannot be answered at this time, but it creates doubt on the use of methane only plots for gas characterization.
Figure 46. Interpretive diagram $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for only trendlines from example Triassic to Cretaceous maps in Appendix B and Montney profiles.

Figure 47. Interpretive diagram $\delta^{13}C_2$ vs $\delta^{13}C_3$ plot for only trendlines from example Triassic to Cretaceous maps in Appendix B and Montney profiles.
Figure 48a and b. Interpretive diagrams $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $\delta^{13}C_2$ and $\delta^{13}C_2$ vs $\delta^{13}C_3$ plots for WA#32990 with profile depths (mkb).

Figure 49. Plot $\delta^{13}CO_2$ vs $\delta^{13}C_1$ from Appendix A for WA#32990 showing a trend outside of the marine depositional environment assumed for most of the strata.

To get $\delta^{13}C_1$ depletion to plot below the $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $\delta^{13}C_2$ kerogen curve modelled from other petroleum systems, other alternatives of depletion such as biodegradation, mixing, or migration from sources like CBM are possible. Both $\delta^{13}C_2$ and $\delta^{13}C_3$ usually do plot close to the kerogen curve. This is seen in
Appendix A and B having the $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ vs $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ plot shifted consistently for most Lower Cretaceous to Triassic strata (in the profiles and maps) as $^{13}$C depleted by about 4 ‰ from the kerogen line defined in Figure 7. Could the altered $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ be due to a shift related to a change in $\delta^{13}$C$_{\text{kerogen}}$? Probably not, as basin wide depleted kerogen is unlikely and biodegradation is most likely to cause uniform depletion. The other possible methane source, pyrobitumen (Wood et al. 2015, Wood and Sanei 2016), may have depleted $^{13}$C, but there is no $\delta^{13}$C analysis despite many samples possible from core at the OGC. Having a source kerogen depleted to a $^{13}$C$_{\text{kerogen}}$ of approximately -34 ‰ would be an extraordinary depositional environment. While the early Triassic was just recovering from the largest extinction event, but a kerogen shift would have also shifted both $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ and $\delta^{13}$C$_3$. This suggests that the source of the ethane and propane is derived from the local kerogens while the methane may be from a different process. Some of the NEBC gases plot as being sourced from higher temperature sources such as geothermal portions of the CD Diagram (Whiticar 1996), but none of the plot trends fit on a normal generation curve (e.g., Jenden et al. 1993). The northern sub-basins cannot have the same plots as the data is limited for hydrocarbons higher than C$_1$ and samples with CO$_2$ were not tested for CO$_2$ isotopes. Note that the deepest sample in WA#32990 now shows a sudden change to biodegradation not seen in other plots in Section 6.1.

Another topic that is worth discussing is the Triassic sour gas plays. It should be noted that the examples in Section 6.2 did not include the Charlie Lake/ Baldonnel play. Some profiles here show that there is intra-formational complexity beyond the H$_2$S that I cannot explain. Example profiles WA#31490 (see Appendix A, Figure A58) and WA#28558 (see Appendix A, Figure A81) have a single Charlie Lake datapoint being a high maturity kerogen Type III, which goes against the reservoir gas assumptions The trends of $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ depletion seen in the strata surrounding the Charlie Lake play by upto a thousand meters is abruptly reverted to non-depleted for some of the Charlie Lake members. Further work is needed to categorize subdivisions of the Charlie Lake play beyond the scope of this thesis.

The composition of the gas depends on the composition of the source kerogen. Recent geological studies have data that kerogens plot in the ambiguous low index area of a pseudo van Krevelen diagram (Chalmers and Bustin 2012) and thus are not diagnostic of the source rock, but other data plot more on the middle maturity of Type III kerogen with planktonic marine sources (Crombez et al. 2017a) or as standard Type II kerogen (Romero-Sarmiento et al. 2016), but no isotope data is reported. The levels of anoxia (Crombez et al. 2017b) are still under review by other authors. The geochemistry has been affected by the end-Permian extinction event (Zonneveld and Moslow 2018) changing the organic material and thus the complex geochemistry needs to be taken into account for that event and during a similar event that occurred during the deposition of the Montney (e.g., Grasby et al. 2016a). Cretaceous strata in the Liard sub-basin has an immature to overmature trend of Type II kerogens from north to south, but no isotope data is reported (Ardakani et al. 2017).
7.7 Natural Gas Characterization with new plot format

The variables $\delta^{13}C_2$ and $\delta^{13}C_3$ or $iC_4/nC_4$ could be diagnostic parameters, but the $\delta^{13}C_2-\delta^{13}C_2$ differential did not show variation as the profiles are sub-parallel across most strata and hiatus. The Lorant Diagram mentioned in Section 3.2 (Figure 10) is not diagnostic. A new format of interpretive diagram is proposed as a direct plot of $\delta^{13}C_2-\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $iC_4/nC_4$ ratio. This plot appears to be effective in differentiating the variability created by the wellbore sidetracks (see WA#28770). Plots utilizing methane data only do not appear to be diagnostic in detail of this example and the Bernard and CD Diagrams do not distinguish data variability. To test the effectiveness of this new plot style, an ‘all Montney profiles’ plot of $\delta^{13}C_2-\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $iC_4/nC_4$ was created for possible consideration as a diagnostic plot for NEBC. If it is expanded to include the Montney maps data (play 4.21) and the ‘surface gas’ data (play 4.00), the resulting diagram (Figure 50, Figure 51) must have an expanded scale. A variation (Figure 52) of the proposed characterization diagram has a log10 scale for the $iC_4/nC_4$ ratio on the X-axis to show better separation between the plays with lower values for that ratio. The surface gas also has a shift in $\delta^{13}C_3$ as seen on the Berner-Faber Diagram in the next Section.

Figure 50. New format plot of $\delta^{13}C_2-\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $iC_4/nC_4$ for Montney all profiles data, Montney map data, and surface play 4.00 map data with general trend and excursions, linear axis.
Figure 51. New format plot of $\delta^{13}C_2-\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $iC_4/nC_4$ for plays data for Bluesky/Gething 4.12, Halfway 4.19, Doig and Lower Halfway 4.20 at scale of surface data linear axis.

Figure 52. New format plot of $\delta^{13}C_2-\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $iC_4/nC_4$ for major plays data and Montney profiles data at scale of surface data, logarithmic axis (base 10).
Thermal maturity calculation and basin calibration of Berner-Faber relationships

The first indication of high maturity, isotope reversals, occur in NEBC specifically in the Liard and Horn River sub-basins and in the deepest strata of the WCSB. Reversals are different than isotopic ‘rollover’ (e.g., Zumberge et al. 2012) observed by other studies in NEBC (Figure 56 after Tilley and Muehlenbachs 2013) and have to be interpreted from seeing a progression in the whole well profile including C2 and C3 composition and isotopes (Xia et al 2013, Curiale and Curtis 2016). Isotopic reversals are where the values for higher hydrocarbons are more depleted for $^{13}$C than lower hydrocarbons (e.g., $\delta^{13}$C$^2$ is a more negative number than $\delta^{13}$C$^1$, or $\delta^{13}$C$^3$ is a more negative number than $\delta^{13}$C$^2$). The isotopic reversals for methane seen in the BC-NGA data is a small percentage of the samples in Appendix A as $\delta^{13}$C$^2$-$\delta^{13}$C$^1$ results in only 16 samples with large reversal of 1 ‰ to 8 ‰ and only 28 more samples with a small reversal of 1 ‰ or less. All of these samples are from the Besa River and Otter Park formations. The remainder of 878 samples have a non-reversed $\delta^{13}$C$^2$-$\delta^{13}$C$^1$ value and cover the rest of the strata in NEBC. Of the 943 data points where $\delta^{13}$C$^2$-$\delta^{13}$C$^3$ can be calculated, only 17 with large reversal of 1 ‰ to 8 ‰ and another 13 have a small reversal of 1 ‰ or less. The propane/ethane reversals are scattered more widely including Montney, BuckingHorse, and Charlie Lake formations in addition to the certain Besa River and Otter Park formations. Ethane isotope ‘reversals’ within a single well demonstrate overpressure/effective seals (Curiale and Curtis 2016) and these may be isolated occurrences.

Other basins show $\delta^{13}$C$^1$ values well above $\delta^{13}$C$^2$ and $\delta^{13}$C$^3$ (e.g., Kotarba et al. 2014) with general agreement to lab results (Gao et al. 2014). This is an opposite effect to what is seen on the profiles from the Montney areas. There is multiple iteration oil migration with later gas generation known in the area, with specific examples for the Montney (Wood and Sanei 2016). However, it is highly likely that combinations of extreme gas generation and mixing are responsible for the isotope signatures observed.

Differences between previously published $\delta^{13}$C$^2$ vs $\delta^{13}$C$^1$ and $\delta^{13}$C$^3$ vs $\delta^{13}$C$^2$ kerogen lines (Berner and Faber 1988) shown previously (Figure 7 and Figure 8) and the data from this study (Figure 46, Figure 47) have prompted a comparison of thermal maturity. The relations used by Berner and Faber (1988, Tables 1 and 2 therein) are listed as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta^{13}C_1(\%o) &= 15.4 \times \log(R_o(\%)) - 41.3 \\
\delta^{13}C_2(\%o) &= 22.6 \times \log(R_o(\%)) - 32.2 \\
\delta^{13}C_3(\%o) &= 20.9 \times \log(R_o(\%)) - 29.7 \\
C_1(\%MC) &= 9.1 \times \ln(R_o(\%)) + 93.1 \\
C_2(\%MC) &= -6.3 \times \ln(R_o(\%)) + 4.8 \\
C_3(\%MC) &= -2.9 \times \ln(R_o(\%)) + 1.9
\end{align*}
\]

These are inverted to solve for thermal maturity as a function of vitrinite reflectance ($R_o$) as:

\[
\begin{align*}
R_o (\% C_1) &= 10^{((\delta^{13}C_1 \%o + 41.3) \times .0649)} \\
R_o (\% C_2) &= 10^{((\delta^{13}C_2 \%o + 32.2) \times .0442)} \\
R_o (\% C_3) &= 10^{((\delta^{13}C_3 \%o + 29.7) \times .0478)} \\
R_o (\%) &= e^{((C1\% - 93.1) \times .1099)} \\
R_o (\%) &= e^{((C2\% - 0.48) \times .1587)} \\
R_o (\%) &= e^{((C3\% - 0.9) \times .3448)}
\end{align*}
\]
The resulting values from equations 6a, 6b, 6c were plotted for the Montney profiles (individually as Figure 53, Figure 54, Figure 55). More recent comprehensive versions of the equations (Berner and Faber 1996) will be revised in new publications (Whiticar 2018 pers. comm.). The equations 6d, 6e, 6f are based only on composition and could not be applied to mudgas samples in the profiles dataset as the equations rely on unaltered reservoir gas which is essentially impossible to obtain during mudgas collection.

Figure 53. Plot of calculated thermal maturity from $\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_2$ (Berner and Faber 1988) and compared between the three populations for consistency. The red trendline is a slope of 1 for best correspondence and only a few samples fit.
Figure 54. Plot of calculated thermal maturity from $\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3$ (Berner and Faber 1988) and compared between the three populations for consistency. The red trendline is a slope of 1 for best correspondence and only a few samples fit.

Figure 55. Plot of calculated thermal maturity from $\delta^{13}C_2$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3$ (Berner and Faber 1988) and compared between the three populations for consistency. The red trendline is a slope of 1 for best correspondence and many low maturity samples fit.
It is obvious that the thermal maturity estimate from $\delta^{13}\text{C}_1$ fall on a trend with a slope below 0.4, while the slope from $\delta^{13}\text{C}_2$ or $\delta^{13}\text{C}_3$ is almost 0.8, but even $\delta^{13}\text{C}_2$ does not completely agree with $\delta^{13}\text{C}_3$, especially at higher maturity. The Liard and Horn River samples are not plotted on these graphs as there was only a few datapoints with $\delta^{13}\text{C}_1, \text{C}_2, \text{C}_3$ values. Also, for Liard and Horn River, the $\delta^{13}\text{C}_1$ values calculated from the Berner-Faber equations to nonsensical values between 60 and 120 Ro% (e.g., WA#29046 has $\delta^{13}\text{C}_1$ between -9.6 and -25.7 ‰; WA#29727,29747 have $\delta^{13}\text{C}_1$ between -27.2 and -36.5 ‰) indicating that $\delta^{13}\text{C}_1$ interpretation for the Liard and Horn River sub-basins needs separate calibration of thermal maturity. The well profile WA#29046 is from core that has thermal maturity data where R_o for the Besa River formation is between 2.5 and 3.0%. As shown in the preliminary work by Wilson and Bustin (2018), the thermal maturities of the Horn River and Liard Basins are high (2.6-3.1%R_o and 1.75-3.2%R_o respectively). They are surprisingly similar to each other despite the Bovie fault (Wilson and Bustin 2018), suggesting that much of the thermal maturation occurred prior to fault movement.

One paper established the path of gas maturation relative to other well-known ‘shale gas’ plays (Tilley and Muehlenbachs 2013) on the $\delta^{13}\text{C}_2$ vs $\delta^{13}\text{C}_1$ and $\delta^{13}\text{C}_3$ vs $\delta^{13}\text{C}_2$ plots (Figure 56, note the reversal of the plot axis only used in Tilley and Muehlenbachs 2013).

![Figure 56. Plot of $\delta^{13}\text{C}_2$ vs $\delta^{13}\text{C}_1$ after Tilley and Muehlenbachs 2013 Figure 6a and Figure 7a therein with overlays from Montney data in red and Liard (WA#29046) in purple from this thesis.](image-url)
This $\delta^{13}C_2$ vs $\delta^{13}C_1$ plot is replicated here with additional data from this thesis for wells WA#29747-29727 in purple and a new overlay of Montney all profiles dataset in red. Obviously, the higher maturity samples for the Triassic in the BC-NGA database is under-represented in this thesis for a number of locations. The merging of Montney and Liard data with data from the structurally complicated foothills area of Tilley and Muehlenbachs (2013) might be crossing geological boundaries of structural complications, but it indicates that there is further work needed to identify the isotopic rollover between the geographic locations of the Montney play and the Triassic equivalent strata in the Liard sub-basin. Also, the shift between the thermogenic Jean Marie and possibly roll-over Muskwa strata should be identified. The location where rollover occurs in NEBC has not been located and is not discussed further here.
8 Surface Gas Samples - Characterization

A new play (4.00) was introduced above the stratigraphic sequence of the 2006 atlas (MEM 2006a, b, c), to reflect surface emissions captured as a data horizon above the land surface. ‘Play 4.00’ included SCVF and other samples of fugitive emissions above the shallowest play in the 2006 atlas. As a special category of data, ‘play 4.00’ has special triangular symbols, due to SCVF and bubble gas having data that is indeterminate in geospatial relationships as the gas sources are not obvious and are possibly highly variable. There is no profile data in Appendix A for surface gases, but there could be revisiting sampling to some locations to generate a time series. Other datasets in Appendix B have other data quality issues discussed previously.

A problem with surface collected gases is that the Bernard and CD Diagrams (Figure 57 and Figure 58) show that the surface gases plot in the region of thermogenic reservoir gases. This goes against assumptions as some gases sourced from recent surficial environments, such as bubble gas from wetlands, should plot in the microbial sections of the diagrams, but only one sample shows that gas character. Some reports of surface gas geochemistry have ISO data for C\textsubscript{2} and C\textsubscript{3} hydrocarbons despite having very low ppm of gas composition.

The Bernard Diagram (Figure 57) and the CD Diagram (Figure 58) do not clearly classify the surface gases as being in a separate microbial sector different from the reservoir gases. Further work is needed to confirm if NEBC surface gas is all thermogenic.
In fact, most surface gases plot in the thermogenic area where the other plays plot with a few exceptions to higher thermal maturity, which is counter intuitive. It is more likely that these samples are sourced from completely microbial activity with a mix of different gases from very shallow but extreme processes that should include oxidation and biodegradation. Similarly, surface gases are in the same data envelope as reservoir gases for MC only plots and are not identified by those interpretive tools.

Figure 57. Bernard Diagram for only ‘surface play 4.00’ (including SCVF and bubble gas map data in Appendix B, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
The Berner-Faber Diagrams (Figure 59 and Figure 60) are more functional even though the data cannot have a trendline on the $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot as the data distribution are scattered by the nature of unknown mixed sources. The $\delta^{13}C_2$ vs $\delta^{13}C_3$ does have potential for a trendline, but it is $\delta^{13}C_2$ enriched compared to the reservoir gas trendlines (except for the Cadomin samples) and both enriched and depleted for $^{13}C_3$. In fact, some surface gas sources could be assumed from recent sources outside the petroleum system. The $\delta^{12}C_1$ vs $\delta^{13}C_2$ and $\delta^{12}C_2$ vs $\delta^{13}C_3$ plots are highly scattered with a few possible trends but very little matching the cluster of trendlines from what is probably representing reservoir gases (Figure 46, Figure 47).

Figure 58. CD Diagram for only ‘surface play 4.00’ (including SCVF and bubble gas map data in Appendix B, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
A new interpretive diagram is proposed (Figure 61) with play 4.00 data plotted and it should be compared against Figure 50 and Figure 51.

The $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $\delta^{13}C_2$ and $\delta^{13}C_2$ vs $\delta^{13}C_3$ plots are probably more indicative to show the range of isotope data and that many of the gases are not from the petroleum system.

Figure 59. Interpretive diagram $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for only ‘play 4.00’ (including SCVF and bubble gas map data in Appendix B, Whiticar, 2018 pers comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure 60. Interpretive diagram $\delta^{13}C_2$ vs $\delta^{13}C_3$ plot for only ‘play 4.00’ (including SCVF and bubble gas map data in Appendix B, Whiticar, 2018 pers comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).

Figure 61. New format plot of $\delta^{13}C_2$-$\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $iC_4/nC_4$ for surface map data (play 4.00) [compared in Figure 52]
A final diagram for the Surface gas samples is from the $\delta^{13}$CO$_2$ isotopes (Figure 62).

Figure 62. Plot $\delta^{13}$CO$_2$ vs $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ from Appendix B for ‘play 4.00’ showing an ambiguous trend.
9 Conclusions

A fundamental question was: Which natural gas geochemical parameters can be applied successfully to best identify and differentiate natural gases from different plays? This analysis used 3 new well profiles to total just over 1700 ISO profile data entries and over 570 ISO map data entries, some of which are extracted from the profiles.

The use of only molecular composition plots was insufficient for gas identification due to sampling artifacts. As a result of the limited value of molecular composition plots, the focus of the thesis’ analytical approach shifted to characterization and differentiation using isotopic data. Conventional Bernard Diagrams, Lorant Diagrams, and CD Diagrams to characterize the petroleum system specifically for NEBC, did not produce significant results to differentiate gases at specific formation and play levels within the hydrocarbon bearing stratigraphic column. Most of the plots ended up with a cluster of data points from multiple formations or plays with no clear separation of isotopic composition. Surface collected natural gas from a few different sources was even more scattered making the “natural gas fingerprint” question about source of natural gas surface emissions problematic.

The analysis of the data shows that relying mainly on the isotope data for \( \text{C}_1 \) (methane) was inadequate to unambiguously characterize the natural gases. There is too much data scatter for unique identification. The reliance on methane (\( \text{C}_1 \)) in insufficient to differentiate NEBC reservoir gases. In contrast, the isotopic data for ethane and propane provides better resolution of the thermogenic gas, as used in the plots of \( \delta^{13}\text{C}_1 \text{ vs } \delta^{13}\text{C}_2 \) and \( \delta^{13}\text{C}_2-\delta^{13}\text{C}_1 \text{ vs } \text{iC}_4/n\text{C}_4 \). This latter plot is particularly diagnostic to illustrate gas specific characterization at the level of sidetracks on a horizontal well and may be useful for sub-play level characterization of natural gas in the future. This is due to a secondary cracking shift in \( \delta^{13}\text{C}_1 \) for the reservoir gas requiring a depleted \( ^{13}\text{C}_\text{kerogen} \) line shifted by approximately -4 ‰ for only \( \delta^{13}\text{C}_1 \), which is highly unlikely (and contradicted by often a zero shift needed for \( \delta^{13}\text{C}_2 \)), or a different model of mixing specifically for methane. Unfortunately, the \( \delta^{13}\text{C}_1 \) shift is seen in most strata of NEBC and might also indicate mixing or migration between strata.

The plots of \( \delta^{13}\text{C}_1 \text{ versus } \delta^{13}\text{C}_2 \) and \( \delta^{13}\text{C}_2 \text{ versus } \delta^{13}\text{C}_3 \) (‘Berner-Faber Diagrams’) have shown some plays to have a unique signature. Surface emission gases (primarily from Surface Casing Vent Flow) can often be identified as non-formation gases (sourced from a shallower unknown gas source) despite appearing thermogenic on other characterization plots.

As part of this thesis, significant analyses of the isotopic data for \( \text{C}_1 \), \( \text{C}_2 \), and \( \text{C}_3 \) were undertaken. Results from this aspect of the study have generated a number of questions relating to the possible depletion of \( \delta^{13}\text{C}_1 \) as seen on the Berner-Faber Diagrams. These diagrams show that methane is \( ^{13}\text{C}_1 \) depleted uniformly from a modelled kerogen line for almost all plays in NEBC while \( ^{13}\text{C}_3 \) and \( ^{13}\text{C}_2 \) are not depleted and usually plot on the modelled kerogen line with the exception of surface gases. The possible explanation for this “shift” towards depletion for \( \text{C}_1 \) is that the source of methane within the reservoirs is unrelated to the sources of the ethane and propane components of the natural gas. While data are very limited (one vertical profile and one play), a plot of \( \delta^{12}\text{CO}_2 \text{ versus } \delta^{13}\text{C}_1 \) produced the most
information for the $\delta^{13}C_1$ depletion that is seen on the Berner-Faber Diagrams. The possible causes for the $\delta^{13}C_1$ depletion are under further review.

Gas geochemistry characterization requires an assumption that the composition of the source kerogen controls the composition of the derived gases (Hunt 1996) and if there is any public kerogen ISO analysis from the stratigraphy in NEBC, it would be included in the dataset. The $\delta^{13}C_{\text{kerogen}}$ and $\delta^{13}C$ of any bitumen should be analyzed from existing core to characterize the original material that sourced the lighter hydrocarbon gases.

From my work, it appears that for NEBC a subset suite of parameters and their respective interpretive diagrams are best positioned to describe and delineate the different gas sources and types. Methane in NEBC appears to depart from expected relationships to higher hydrocarbons when determined by different views of the data as plots of $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $\delta^{13}C_2$ and the unique $\delta^{13}C_2-\delta^{13}C_1$ vs iC$_4$/nC$_4$ diagram. One possibility is that there are multiple sources for only the methane. The methane compositions do not compare with other basins, such as North Sea (Berner and Faber 1988) or Arkoma/Fort Worth (Zumberge et al. 2012). The ISO differences between $\delta^{13}C_1$ and $\delta^{13}C_2$ as compared with the value of $\delta^{13}C_3$ plus the MC ratio of iC$_4$/nC$_4$ should be the primary tool for characterization. NEBC has a regional scale feature for most strata as uniformly $^{13}C$ depleted methane versus un-depleted ethane and propane. This is unlikely caused by microbial activity as it is too consistent and widespread, but may be from other kerogen or pyrobitumen processes outside the standard petroleum system model.
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This section of the thesis contains the supporting ISO data presented in graphical form with interpretive diagrams to support discussion in the main text of the thesis.

![Map of BC gas basins](image)

**Figure A 1a and b.** Area of study (area of WCSB in green and including plays and sub-basins. Other gas bearing basins in B.C. are not shown); right = WCSB extent and thickness with NEBC outline added in red and Liard basin and bounding fault labelled (after Wright et al 1994).

The types of plots included hear are (see the main text for definitions):

1. Gas Content (MC) ratio profiles as: Bernard Ratio (BR modified by 1/30 to fit same scale as others to have graphical comparison), iC4/nC4 Ratio, dryness Ratio, isotope difference ratio (1/40 of 15 plus δ13C2 minus δ13C1);
2. Raw Gas Isotope data as: δ13C1, δ13C2, δ13C3, and δ2H-C1 (modified by *0.2 to fit same scale as others to have graphical comparison);
3. Bernard diagram (each vertical profile plus a single HZ diagram as composite of all Montney HZ – all profiles except 8);
4. CD diagram (where both δ13C1 and both δ2H-C1 have data);
5. Berner-Faber Diagram δ13C1 vs. δ13C2 (where both δ13C1 and δ13C2 have data);
6. Berner-Faber Diagram δ13C2 vs. δ13C3 (where both δ13C2 and δ13C3 have data);
7. Plot δ13C1 vs. δ13CO2 diagram (where both δ13C1 and δ13CO2 have data);
8. Plot of δ13C2-δ13C1 %o versus δ13C3-δ13C2 %o.
The well profiles of ISO data are presented approximately in geographic order from South to North.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OGC</th>
<th>WA#</th>
<th>VT data</th>
<th>HZ data</th>
<th>both data</th>
<th>VT profile</th>
<th>HZ profile</th>
<th>δ¹³C data</th>
<th>δ²H data</th>
<th>CD Diagram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>total&gt;</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31521</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31522</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>y31521</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31101</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>311102</td>
<td>y31101</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31103</td>
<td>y31101</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30792</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30791</td>
<td>y30792</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29568</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31699</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31640</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31790</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32032</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31977</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26657</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27404</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28002</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25587</td>
<td>y25587</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26949</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26918</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26660</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32990</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28233</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33348</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30947</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30948</td>
<td>y30947</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30949</td>
<td>y30947</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28165</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28167</td>
<td>y28167</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31226</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31228</td>
<td>y31228</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31490</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31491</td>
<td>y31490</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31492</td>
<td>y31490</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30316</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28770</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30406</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30407</td>
<td>y30407</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30408</td>
<td>y30408</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28239</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28588</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32739</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31987</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30308</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29344</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32676</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31988</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32152</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32153</td>
<td>y32153</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30316</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29747</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29727</td>
<td>y29747</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29046</td>
<td></td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a = y means see other entry for preferred profile;
*b = "<10" means a few datapoints and profile not created, only map data;
*c = "M" means only plotted with Montney all profiles.
Figure A 2. Profile Location map – All profiles: Posting map of all profiles marked by blue for vertical profiles, Grey for Besa River horizontal profiles (obscured by vertical locations) and Black for Montney Horizontal well profiles. All profiles are listed in Table A01. The well profiles of ISO data are presented approximately in geographic order from South to North.
Figure A 3. Profile Location map – Reduced to the vertical profiles only with red highlights of the example profiles used in previous publications (eg. Evans 2018).
Figure A 4. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for all Montney samples (HZ and VT wells) that are presented later in this appendix – summary diagram only (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999). Note that despite many locations, the thermal maturity is the same.
Figure A 5. ISO profile data – Interpretive CD Diagram for all Montney samples (HZ and VT wells) that are presented later in this appendix – summary diagram only (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999). Note that despite many locations, the thermal maturity is the same except for one cluster of samples.
Figure A 6. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for all Montney samples (HZ and VT wells) that are presented later in this appendix – summary diagram only (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines). Note most samples are $\delta^{13}C_1$ depleted except for a few samples located far to the east.
Figure A 7. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}\text{C}_2$ versus $\delta^{13}\text{C}_3$ plot for all Montney samples (HZ and VT wells) that are presented later in this appendix – summary diagram only (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines). Note that despite $\text{C}_2$ and $\text{C}_3$ plotting along the Type II kerogen curve, the methane in the previous diagram appears to be unrelated and skewed to “biodegraded” – the samples noted as undepleted previously (few samples located far to the east) are on the Type III line and may be depleted also.
Figure A 8. ISO profile data – Interpretive $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ - $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ versus $\delta^{13}$C$_3$ - $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ plot for all Montney samples (HZ and VT wells) that are presented later in this appendix – summary diagram only (no trendlines). Note this infers that the majority is “coal gas” with very little along known mixing curves.
Figure A 9. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#30200 (Montney HZ leg).

Figure A 10. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#32521 (Montney HZ leg).
Figure A 11. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#31522 (Montney HZ leg).

Figure A 12. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#31101 (Montney HZ leg).
Figure A 13. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#31102 (Montney HZ leg).

Figure A 14. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#31103 (Montney HZ leg).
Figure A 15. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#30792 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included in another formation that is difficult to determine. This upper sample is showing “isotope reversal”).

Figure A 16. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#30791 (Montney HZ leg).
Figure A 17. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#29568 (Montney HZ leg).

Figure A 18. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#31699 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included as confirmed Doig for the first sample and the next few being Upper Montney and not the target Middle Montney).
Figure A 19. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#31640 (Montney HZ leg).

Figure A 20. Well profile, MC ratios not shown with HZ<10 ISO data WA#31790.
Figure A 21. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#32032 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Nikanassin sample has Bernard ratio of 40 while the Fernie sample below it has Bernard ratio of 24).
Figure A 22. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA#32032 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Good potential with samples in some under-represented formations, but the ISO data is irregular, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 23. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for WA#32032 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Baldonnel and Charlie Lake Formations are to the left and Gething Formation is near the bottom. This is one of two profiles with most methane responses along the Type II curve as other wells are $\delta^{13}C_1$ depleted, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, limited data for C3, no trendlines).
Figure A 24. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#31977 (Montney HZ leg).
Figure A 25. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#26657 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Sampling in detail from upper Buckinghorse Formation then skipped to single Gething and 2 Cadomin samples, but no analysis for δ¹³C was completed. Note a different scale for the display of the Bernard ratio and deep gas is too dry to have iC4/nC4 ratios. Note δ¹³C1 extra low value at 792.48 depth).
Figure A  26. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA#26657 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Note a strong indication of thermogenic even at shallow depths, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 27. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ versus $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ plot for WA#26657 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Note a strong indication of biodegradation with the sample at 800 m is at a steep angle to the Type II curve for methane. Is this a migration boundary at this depth inside the shallow shale formation? Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, limited data for C3, no trendlines).
Figure A 28. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#27404 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included for Charlie Lake, Halfway, Doig, Doig Phosphate, Upper Montney to approximately 2400 m).

Figure A 29. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#28002 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included for Charlie Lake, Halfway, Doig, Doig Phosphate, Upper Montney to approximately 2500 m).
No DATA

Figure A 30. Well profile, MC ratios not shown with null ISO data WA#25587.

Figure A 31. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#26949 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Another well with detailed sampling in the shallower section followed by a skip to one Gething sample and one Nikanassin sample. Note a different scale for the display of the iC4/nC4 is a bit unusual and shift to $\delta^{13}$C1 low value at 701.04 depth.).
Figure A 32. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA#26949 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Note a strong thermogenic indication even at shallow depths, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 33. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for WA#26949 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Note a strong indication of biodegradation, but at a parallel angle to the Type II curve for methane, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure A 34. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#26918 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Another well with detailed sampling in the shallower section followed by a skip to a few Gething / Cadomin / Nikanassin samples. Note a different scale for the display is not needed and shift to $\delta^{13}C1$ high value is at 771 m depth).
Figure A 35. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA#26918 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Note more thermogenic indication even at shallow depths, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 36. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for WA#26918 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. The data is on the Type II curve for methane, but not in depth order as 771 m depth is higher maturity than the others, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines, no trendlines).
Figure A 37. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}C_2$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3$ plot for WA#26918 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. This is the first well from the south that has $\delta^{13}C_2/3$ data and it fits to Type II kerogen but apparently at a different maturity, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines, no trendlines).
Figure A 38. Interpretive $\delta^{13}C_2 - \delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3 - \delta^{13}C_2$ plot for WA#26918 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. All depths except one at 768m depth fit on the biogenic side of “coal gas” with the shallow high methane value showing inversion between propane and ethane).

No DATA

Figure A 39. Well profile, MC ratios not shown with null ISO data WA#26660.
Figure A 40. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#32990 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. iC₄/nC₄ plots off the chart with ranges from 34x10⁶ to 840x10⁶ [there were no geophysical well logs available for the stratigraphy at deeper horizons, but total depth was just below the Montney]).
Figure A 41. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA#32990 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. This is the most recent mudgas samples in the BC-NGA program and showing consistent depth intervals. There is a clear transition from the shallowest sample being more microbial to more thermogenic but confused at depth, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A  42. ISO profile data – Interpretive CD Diagram for WA#32990 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 43. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ versus $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ plot for WA#32990 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. These plots express the depth related confusion clearly with intervals jumping from one set of four levels of conditions to another and only middle intervals on the kerogen Type II curve, but methane appears inconsistent with ethane and propane, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure A 44. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ versus $\delta^{13}$C$_3$ plot for WA#32990 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. These plots express the depth related confusion clearly with intervals jumping from one set of four levels of conditions to another, but methane appears inconsistent with ethane and propane, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure A 45. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}$CO$_2$ versus $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ plot WA#32990 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well. The only well with carbon dioxide analysis shows a bit more consistency in that assessment for biological activity for methane generation while hydrocarbon only analysis shows alternation between maturity, mixing paths, and inversions even at shallow depth, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999, well profile trendlines).
Figure A 46. ISO profile data – Interpretive $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ - $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ versus $\delta^{13}$C$_3$ - $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ plot for WA#32990 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well. The carbon dioxide analysis indicates hydrocarbon only analysis confuses maturity, mixing paths, and inversions even at shallow depth, after Whiticar 1999, no trendlines).
Figure A 47. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#28233 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well. A vertical portion of a HZ well where the deviated section is data overlap with the HZ profile figure A39 (which starts in Doig). Thick skipped section of key formations).
Figure A 48. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA#28233 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 49. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ versus $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ plot for WA#28233 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well. Data from shallower strata appears very different from deeper strata with 2 different trends, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, well profile trendlines).
Figure A 50. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}C_2$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3$ plot for WA#28233 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well. Data from shallower strata and deeper strata have methane responding differently from ethane and propane, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, well profile trendline).
Figure A 51. Interpretive $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ - $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ versus $\delta^{13}$C$_3$ - $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ plot for WA#28233 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well. Shallow strata is more mixed low maturity and the start of the Montney in the vertical section is closer to “coal gas” of HZ Montney diagram).
Figure A  52. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#28233 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included).

Yes DATA, no profile

Figure A  53. Well profile, only 4 data points, all in Montney WA#33348.
Figure A 54. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#30947 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included).
Figure A 55. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#30948 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included).
Figure A 56. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#30949 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included).
Figure A 57. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#28165 (Jurassic to Triassic. A vertical portion of a HZ well where the deviated section is data overlap with the HZ profile figure A62 (which starts in Doig). Thick skipped section of key formations).
Figure A 58. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA #28165 Jurassic to Triassic, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999.
Figure A 59. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for WA#28165 (Jurassic to Triassic. Data from shallower strata appears very different from deeper strata with 2 different trends, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, well profile trendline).
Figure A 60. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}C_2$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3$ plot for WA#28165 (Jurassic to Triassic. Data from shallower strata and deeper strata have methane responding differently from ethane and propane, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure A 61. Interpretive $\delta^{13}C_2 - \delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3 - \delta^{13}C_2$ plot for WA#28165 (Jurassic to Triassic. Shallow strata is more mixed low maturity and the start of the Montney in the vertical section is closer to “coal gas” of HZ Montney diagram as figure A05).
Figure A 62. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#28165 (Montney HZ leg with segment of uphole VT from Figures A44, A45, A46 included. For description of “sawtooth” iC4/nC4 and δ^{13}C2/3, see description for WA#28770 horizontal section).

Figure A 63. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#28167 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included).
Figure A 64. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#31226 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included).
Figure A.65. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#31228 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included).
Figure A 66. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#31490 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. A vertical portion of a HZ well where the deviated section is data overlap with the HZ profile figure A72 (which starts in Doig). Thick skipped section of key formations has one sample present in the Charlie Lake Formation).
Figure A 67. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA#31490 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Inclusion of rare sample from Charlie Lake Formation shows strata separation between kerogen types, but no corresponding δ¹³C₂/C₃ data to form conclusions, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 68. ISO profile data – Interpretive CD Diagram for WA#31490 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 69. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for WA#31490 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Data from shallower strata appears very different from deeper strata with 2 different trends, Charlie Lake Formation has no data, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, well profile trendline).
Figure A 70. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ versus $\delta^{13}$C$_3$ plot for WA#31490 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Data from shallower strata and deeper strata have methane responding differently from ethane and propane – Charlie Lake Formation has no data, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure A 71. Interpretive $\delta^{13}\text{C}_2$ - $\delta^{13}\text{C}_1$ versus $\delta^{13}\text{C}_3$ - $\delta^{13}\text{C}_2$ plot for WA#31490 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Start of the Montney in the vertical section is closer to “coal gas” of HZ Montney diagram).
Figure A 72. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#31490 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included).
Figure A 73. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#31491 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included).
Figure A 74. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#31492 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included).

Figure A 75. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#30316 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well. A vertical portion of a HZ well where the deviated section is data overlap with the HZ profile figure A80 (which starts in Doig). Key formation sampled with a deviation below which has samples but no analysis for isotopes, but the Doig Formation stands out even without the ISO data in this short profile).
Figure A  76. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA#30316 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well, Doig is apparent highest maturity, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 77. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for WA#30316 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well. Charlie Lake sampling shows no change from kerogen line but Doig sample is the unusual deviation of higher maturity to the upper right with shallower and deeper formations having less apparent maturity, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, well profile trendline).
Figure A 78. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}C_2$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3$ plot for WA#30316 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well. Doig sample is the unusual deviation of higher maturity to the upper right with shallower and deeper formations having less apparent maturity. Methane responds differently from ethane and propane, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure A 79. Interpretive $\delta^{13}C_2$ - $\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3$ - $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for WA#30316 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well. The Montney appears more mixed biogenic [thermal and microbial] than other Montney HZ results).
Figure A  80. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#30316 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included).

Figure A  81. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#28770 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well – A vertical portion of a HZ well where the deviated section is data overlap with the HZ profile figure A86 (which starts in Doig). Key formations are skipped and all Triassic formations are on a similar trend).
Figure A 82. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA#28770 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 83. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ versus $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ plot for WA#28770 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well. Data from shallower strata appears very different and far higher “maturity” from deeper strata with 2 different trends, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, well profile trendlines).
Figure A 84. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}$C₂ versus $\delta^{13}$C₃ plot for WA#28770 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well. Data from shallower strata appears very different and far higher “maturity” from deeper strata, but both have methane responding differently from ethane and propane). (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, well profile trendlines).
Figure A 85. Interpretive $\delta^{13}C_2 - \delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3 - \delta^{13}C_2$ plot for WA#28770 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well. Shallow strata on the right is even more mixed low maturity and the start of the Montney in the vertical section is closer to “coal gas” of HZ Montney diagram).
Figure A 86. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#28770 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included – this is a sample type exception, this profile is multiple sidetracks reported as one well and result as a sawtooth plot).
Figure A 87. Special analysis as iC4/nC4 plots for WA#28770 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included. The plot of dryness vs iC4/nC4 is not really a strong indication as there is more scatter, but the δ¹³C₂ or δ¹³C₃ vs iC4/nC4 has two fairly tight groupings that correspond very well with the main Montney producing horizon in the three sidetracks. The points outside the circles are in other formations corresponding to the heel of the HZ section that has a strong profile deviation. The profiles are revised to separate the sidetracks. Why is the one sidetrack so different from the others?)
Figure A 88. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#30406 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included).

Figure A 89. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#30407 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included).
No DATA

Figure A 90. Well profile, MC ratios not shown when null ISO data WA#30408.

Figure A 91. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#28239 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included).
Figure A 92. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#29344 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. This was an example profile to show a “classic profile” over the complete strata with broad sampling in this case. There is shallow biogenic trending to regular deeper gas with a subtle Gething spike).
Figure A 93. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA#29344 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. The classic profile applies only to a certain stratigraphic limit and then there appears to be stratigraphic sectioning of the geochemistry, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 94. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for WA#29344 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Data from shallower strata appears on the same trend with lower “maturity” compared to deeper strata, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, well profile trendlines).
Figure A 95. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}C_2$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3$ plot for WA#29344 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Data from shallower strata appears on the same trend with lower “maturity” compared to deeper strata, but both have methane responding differently from ethane and propane, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure A 96. Interpretive $\delta^{13}C_2$ - $\delta^{13}C_3$ versus $\delta^{13}C_2$ - $\delta^{13}C_1$ plot for WA#29344 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Shallow strata on the upper right starts trending to the “coal gas” of HZ Montney diagram as figure A05, but then it deviates back to the right as even more mixed low maturity until the middle member of the Montney).
Figure A 97. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#28588 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well. This was an example profile to show a “classic profile” over the complete strata with detailed sampling in this case - notice the change in member resolution. Despite sampling, advanced data is not available in the center strata).
Figure A 98. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA#28588 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well. This level of analysis shows thermogenic gas types for all strata, but Charlie Lake Formation is skewed to Type III kerogen, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 99. ISO profile data – Interpretive CD Diagram for WA#28588 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well. This level of analysis shows thermogenic gas types for all strata, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A  100. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO \( \delta^{13}C_1 \) versus \( \delta^{13}C_2 \) plot for WA#28588 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well. Charlie Lake Formation in the middle strata shows a return from \( \delta^{13}C_1 \) depleted to kerogen II that contrasts with kerogen III from Bernard diagram, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, well profile trendlines).
Figure A 101. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}C_2$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3$ plot for WA#28588 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well [same points as previous diagram]. The two separate trends are unique as not seen in $\delta^{13}C_2$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3$ in other wells, both with methane responding differently from ethane and propane, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, well profile trendlines).
Figure A 102. Interpretive $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ - $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ versus $\delta^{13}$C$_3$ - $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ plot for WA#28588 (Jurassic to Triassic VT well. Data from shallower strata appears very different as trending from “low mature” to coal gas, the center strata has no data, but the lower strata resets to lowest maturity on far right with mixing and ends with Montney in the “coal gas” of HZ Montney diagram).
Figure A 103. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#28588 (Montney HZ leg with uphole completion included).

Yes DATA, no profile

Figure A 104. Well profile, only 4 data points, all in Montney WA#32739.
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Figure A 105. Well profile, MC ratios not shown when null ISO data WA#31987.
Figure A 106. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#30308 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Detailed sampling was completed, but the isotopic analysis is only for 2 formations as the other samples were often less than 1000 ppm. This profile only has iC4/nC4 from MC often at single digit ppm and thus not really reliable as an indicator. There is no clarification on samples having only $\delta^{13}$C1 and $\delta$D, but not $\delta^{13}$C2 or $\delta^{13}$C3 measurements, which constrains the interpretive plots).
Figure A 107. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA#30308 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. There was no analysis of the C2 or C3 fractions, so only 2 plots, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 108. ISO profile data – Interpretive CD Diagram for WA#30308 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. There was no analysis of the C2 or C3 fractions, so only 2 plots are available, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 109. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#32676 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Wider spaced sampling, but more comprehensive isotopic analysis allows for stronger interpretation. This is closer to a “classic profile” with shallow biogenic trending to regular older gas at middle depths, but the Doig is flat and the Montney vertical section shows some complexity).
Figure A 110. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA#32676 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Data from shallower strata appears very different from deeper strata, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 111. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for WA#32676 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Data from shallower strata appears very different from deeper strata with 3 different trends, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, well profile trendlines).
Figure A 112. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{2} versus δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{3} plot for WA#32676 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Shallower strata and deeper strata both have methane responding differently from ethane and propane as methane is farther from the kerogen curve and ethane is closer, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, well profile trendlines).
Figure A 113. Interpretive $\delta^{13}C_2$-$\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3$-$\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for WA#32676 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Start of the Montney Formation is closer to “coal gas” of HZ Montney diagram as figure A05).
Figure A 114. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#31988 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. This profile starts too deep for the classic profile that included the biogenic sources and the curves are far straighter than expected - there is a little bump for the Gething, but not for the Doig, and the Halfway is not sampled. More comprehensive isotopic analysis allows for stronger interpretation).
Figure A 115. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA#31988 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 116. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO δ$^{13}$C$_1$ versus δ$^{13}$C$_2$ plot for WA#31988 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Data from shallower strata appears on trend from deeper strata, but with a different “angle” and both have methane responding differently from ethane and propane, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, well profile trendlines).
Figure A 117. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}C_2$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3$ plot for WA#31988 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Data from shallower strata appears on trend from deeper strata and both have methane responding differently from ethane and propane, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, well profile trendlines).
Figure A 118. Interpretive $\delta^{13}C_2 - \delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3 - \delta^{13}C_2$ plot for WA#31988 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. All shallower strata are less mature than otherwise expected and only the middle Montney approaches the “coal gas” of HZ Montney diagram).
Figure A 119. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#32152 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. This profile starts shallow and includes the "classic profile" with biogenic sources. There is a little bump for the Gething, but the Charlie Lake Formation is a low, and the Halfway is not sampled. More comprehensive isotopic analysis allows for stronger interpretation).
Figure A 120. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA#32152 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Data from shallower strata appears very different and far lower “maturity” than deeper strata. There is no data for δD, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 121. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO δ¹³C₁ versus δ¹³C₂ plot for WA#32152 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Data from shallower strata appears very different and far lower “maturity” than deeper strata with the shallowest being far lower left off the grid of δ¹³C₁ vs δ¹³C₂. There are 3 different trends for δ¹³C₁, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, well profile trendlines).
Figure A 122. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}C_2$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3$ plot for WA#32152 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Data from shallower strata appears very different than deeper strata that seem to roll on the curve, methane responds differently from ethane and propane being on or ‘above’ the type II curve, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, well profile trendlines).
Figure A 123. Interpretive $\delta^{13}C_2$ - $\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3$ - $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for WA#32152 (Upper Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Shallow strata on the upper portion is even more mixed low maturity and the start of the Montney in the vertical section is closer to “coal gas” of HZ Montney diagram as figure A05).
Figure A 124. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#32153 (Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. This profile starts shallow and includes the “classic profile” with biogenic sources. There is a bump for the Gething and Doig formations, but the Halfway is not sampled. More comprehensive isotopic analysis allows for stronger interpretation).
Figure A 125. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA#32153 (Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Data from shallower strata appears very different and far lower “maturity” than deeper strata, there is no data for δD, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 126. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{1} versus δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{2} plot for WA#32153 (Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Data from shallower strata appears very different and far lower “maturity” than deeper strata with the shallowest being far lower left on δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{1} vs δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{2}. There are 2 different trends for δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{1}, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, well profile trendlines).
Figure A 127. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}C_2$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3$ plot for WA#32153 (Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. Data from shallower strata appears to be far lower “maturity” than deeper strata, but methane responds differently from ethane and propane being on or above the type II curve, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, well profile trendlines).
Figure A 128. Interpretive $\delta^{13}C_2$ - $\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3$ - $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for WA#32153 (Cretaceous to Triassic VT well. This analysis shows the complications behind the apparent classic profile).
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Figure A 129. Well profile, MC ratios not shown when null ISO data WA#30415.
Figure A 130. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#29747 (Liard Devonian well with some uphole samples. Far to the north, this profile has a few unusual formations and the ISO data is only for methane as there is very low levels of longer chain hydrocarbons. Note the scale change for the 1/30 Bernard ratio and the dryness ratio really does not do anything as dryness ratios are all between 1.0 and 0.993).
Figure A 131. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA#29747 (Liard Devonian well with some uphole samples. A clear change in gas source for all samples in the target strata of the Besa River formation, but an increase in maturity and then possible rollover is seen, but there is no data for δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{3} or δ\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{2}. This is a well that es the line to a higher category of methane source, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 132. ISO profile data – Interpretive CD Diagram for WA#29747 (Liard Devonian well with some uphole samples, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 133. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#29727 (Liard Devonian well with some uphole samples. A vertical portion of a HZ well where the deviated section is data overlap with the HZ profile figure A136. Far to the north, this profile has a few unusual formations and the ISO data is only for methane as there is very low levels of longer chain hydrocarbons. Note the scale change for the 1/30 Bernard ratio and the dryness ratio really does not do anything as they are all between 1.0 and 0.993).
Figure A  134. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA#29727 (Liard Devonian well with some uphole samples. A clear change in gas source for all samples in the target strata of the Besa River formation, but an increase in maturity and then possible rollover is seen, but there is no data for δ^{13}C3 or δ^{13}C2. This is a well that es the line to a higher category of methane source, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 135. ISO profile data – Interpretive CD Diagram for WA#29727 (Liard Devonian well with some uphole samples, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 136. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#29727 (Besa River HZ leg with uphole completion included).
Figure A 137. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA#29727 (Besa River HZ leg post-rollover with some data from uphole completion included. [see previous plot description for this well], (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 138. ISO profile data – Interpretive CD Diagram for WA#29727 (Besa River HZ leg, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 139. Well profile, MC ratios and ISO data for WA#29046 (Liard Devonian well with some uphole samples. Far to the north, this profile has only the Besa River Formation sampled, but more comprehensive isotopic analysis allows for stronger interpretation with double isotopic reversal. Note the scale change for the 1/30 Bernard ratio and the dryness ratio really does not do anything as dryness ratios are all between 1.0 and 0.993).
Figure A 140. ISO profile data – Interpretive Bernard Diagram for WA#29046 (Liard Devonian well. high temperature thermogenic gas, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure A 141. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ versus $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ plot for WA#29046 (Liard Devonian well. The maturity of this gas is so high that it is plotting above and right of both plots indicating high temperature thermogenic gas with "roll-over" in a fairly comprehensive data package that is rare for this sub-basin, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, well profile trendlines).
Figure A 142. ISO profile data – Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ versus $\delta^{13}$C$_3$ plot for WA#29046 (Liard Devonian well. The maturity of this gas is so high that it is plotting above and right of both plots indicating high temperature thermogenic gas with "roll-over" in a fairly comprehensive data package that is rare for this sub-basin, Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, well profile trendlines).
Figure A 143. Interpretive $\delta^{13}C_2 - \delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3 - \delta^{13}C_2$ plot for WA#29046 (Liard Devonian well. A strong fit to the isotope reversal needs to expand the plot).
Previously Published profiles: The data in the various Tilley publications (Tilley et al. 2001, Tilley and Muehlenbachs 2006, Tilley and Muehlenbachs 2007, Tilley et al. 2011, Tilley and Muehlenbachs 2012, Tilley and Muehlenbachs 2013) includes a few graphical profiles and one data table.
Figure A 144. Vertical profile of Ojay well, part of Tilley and Muehlenbachs 2006 Figure 2 therein
Figure A 145. Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot from Tilley and Muehlenbachs 2006 Figure 6.

Figure A 146. Interpretive ISO $\delta^{13}C_2$ versus $\delta^{13}C_1$ plot from Tilley and Muehlenbachs 2006 Figure 7.
Table 006. Data from Tilley and Muehlenbachs 2013. Data is not fully referenced (e.g., to WA#) and geographic locations are ambiguous – the request to authors had no response, thus the data table below is not used further.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>&quot;Rock Unit&quot;</th>
<th>depth(m)</th>
<th>δ\textsuperscript{13}C1‰</th>
<th>δ\textsuperscript{13}C2‰</th>
<th>δ\textsuperscript{13}C3‰</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MD1</td>
<td>Montney Fm.</td>
<td>1034</td>
<td>-45.4</td>
<td>-36.5</td>
<td>-35.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD2</td>
<td>Doig Fm.</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>-46.2</td>
<td>-34.6</td>
<td>-33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD3</td>
<td>Montney Fm.</td>
<td>2258</td>
<td>-41.3</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD4</td>
<td>Montney Fm.</td>
<td>2253</td>
<td>-40.4</td>
<td>-29.7</td>
<td>-26.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD5</td>
<td>Montney Fm.</td>
<td>2233</td>
<td>-42.2</td>
<td>-30.4</td>
<td>-28.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD6</td>
<td>Montney Fm.</td>
<td>2261</td>
<td>-39.6</td>
<td>-29</td>
<td>-25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD7</td>
<td>Montney Fm.</td>
<td>2284</td>
<td>-37.4</td>
<td>-28.5</td>
<td>-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD8</td>
<td>Montney Fm.</td>
<td>2386</td>
<td>-39.5</td>
<td>-26.8</td>
<td>-20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD9</td>
<td>Montney Fm.</td>
<td>2411</td>
<td>-41.4</td>
<td>-28.8</td>
<td>-25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD10</td>
<td>Doig Fm.</td>
<td>2302</td>
<td>-36.3</td>
<td>-35.1</td>
<td>-26.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD11</td>
<td>Montney Fm.</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>-36</td>
<td>-27</td>
<td>-23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD12</td>
<td>Doig Fm.</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>-37.4</td>
<td>-27.2</td>
<td>-21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD13</td>
<td>Doig Fm.</td>
<td>2585</td>
<td>-37.5</td>
<td>-38.8</td>
<td>-33.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD14</td>
<td>Montney Fm.</td>
<td>2680</td>
<td>-36.4</td>
<td>-25.7</td>
<td>-19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD15</td>
<td>Montney Fm.</td>
<td>blank</td>
<td>-41.8</td>
<td>-27.9</td>
<td>-22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD16</td>
<td>Doig Fm.</td>
<td>3100</td>
<td>-36.2</td>
<td>-42.2</td>
<td>-41.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD17</td>
<td>Doig Fm.</td>
<td>3111</td>
<td>-37.5</td>
<td>-41.4</td>
<td>-43.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD18</td>
<td>Montney Fm.</td>
<td>3097</td>
<td>-35.5</td>
<td>-41.5</td>
<td>-40.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR1</td>
<td>Horn River Sh.</td>
<td>blank</td>
<td>-27.6</td>
<td>-33.8</td>
<td>blank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR2</td>
<td>Horn River Sh.</td>
<td>blank</td>
<td>-32.1</td>
<td>-34.9</td>
<td>-38.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR3</td>
<td>Horn River Sh.</td>
<td>blank</td>
<td>-31.3</td>
<td>-34.1</td>
<td>-37.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR4</td>
<td>Horn River Sh.</td>
<td>blank</td>
<td>-31.2</td>
<td>-32</td>
<td>-35.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR5</td>
<td>Horn River Sh.</td>
<td>blank</td>
<td>-30.7</td>
<td>-34.4</td>
<td>-36.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR6</td>
<td>Horn River Sh.</td>
<td>blank</td>
<td>-34.5</td>
<td>-34.4</td>
<td>-37.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data in Norville (2104) can be distilled down to: a single vertical profile with 80 samples for WA#25702; two horizontal profiles and CD diagram with 79 Muskwa samples for WA#25702 and 14 Otter Park samples for WA#25938; eight HZ wells with post-frac production gas vs elapsed time profiles; six wells with ISO data tabulated (2 wells as mudgas profiles but no depths, and 4 wells as production gas profiles but no dates). The Norville CD Diagram of WA#25702 and WA#25938 HZ leg data is comparable with the trend for WA#29747-29727 that is also in the Liard basin, except the Norville data is completely within the Thermogenic and Humic trends, while WA#29747 shifts down into the Geothermal trend. The Norville δ\textsuperscript{13}C2 vs δ\textsuperscript{13}C1 and δ\textsuperscript{13}C3 vs δ\textsuperscript{13}C2 plots were not calibrated to the source kerogen estimates, but they were in the same range of data as WA#29046. The BF-SEOS data point for the Liard sub-basin, WA#29747-29727, cannot be shown as the gas content in the samples of very dry gas submitted to BC-NGA did not support the determination of δ\textsuperscript{13}C2 or δ\textsuperscript{13}C3.
Figure A 147. VT ISO profile for WA#25702 from Norville 2014 figure 2.2
Figure A 148. HZ ISO profiles for WA#25702 and 25938 from Norville 2014 figures 3.8 and 3.9
Figure A 149. Partial CD diagram for 2 HZ wells WA#25702 and 25938 from Norville 2014 figure 3.14 superimposed on CD template and BF-SEOS well profiles

This section of the thesis contains the supporting ISO data presented as interpretive diagrams to support discussion in the main text of the thesis.

*Figure B 1a and b. a) Area of study (area of WCSB in green and including plays and sub-basins. Other gas bearing basins in B.C. are not shown); b) WCSB extent and thickness with NEBC outline added in red and Liard basin and bounding fault labelled (after Wright et al 1994).*

The types of plots included here are (see the main text for definitions):

1. Bernard Diagram (each play);
2. CD Diagram (where both δ¹³C₁ and δ⁴H-C₁ have data);
3. Berner-Faber Diagram δ¹³C₁ vs. δ¹³C₂ (where both δ¹³C₁ and δ¹³C₂ have data);
4. Berner-Faber Diagram δ¹³C₂ vs. δ¹³C₃ (where both δ¹³C₂ and δ¹³C₃ have data);
5. Plot δ¹³C₁ vs. δ¹³CO₂ diagram (where both δ¹³C₁ and δ¹³CO₂ have data).
6. Plot of δ¹³C₂-δ¹³C₁ % versus δ¹³C₃-δ¹³C₂ %.

The interpretive diagrams of plays are presented approximately in stratigraphic order from shallowest to deepest.
Figure B 2a and b. Stratigraphic chart – All maps: Chart and Schematic -section of the NEBC strata. All plays are listed in Appendix C. The ISO data of plays in Appendix B are presented approximately in stratigraphic order from shallowest to deepest.
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1. “Play 4.00” Surface gas emissions (all types)

Figure B 3. ISO map data – “play” 4.00 Interpretive Bernard Diagram for all surface gas (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure B 4. ISO map data – “play” 4.00 Interpretive CD Diagram for all surface gas (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999).
Figure B 5. ISO map data – “play” 4.00 Interpretive diagrams $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for only ‘surface play’ SCVF and bubble gas maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure B 6. ISO map data – “play” 4.00 Interpretive diagrams $\delta^{13}\text{C}_2$ vs $\delta^{13}\text{C}_3$ plot for only ‘surface play’ SCVF and bubble gas maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).

Figure B 7. ISO map data – “play” 4.00 Interpretive diagrams $\delta^{13}\text{CO}_2$ additional plot (after Whiticar 1999).
Figure B 8. ISO map data – “play” 4.00 Interpretive $\delta^{13}C_2-\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3-\delta^{13}C_2$ plot
Figure B 9. ISO map data – “play” 4.00 Interpretive diagrams MC (only) Prinzhofer Diagram for ‘surface play’ SCVF and bubble gas maps (after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
Figure B 10. ISO map data – “play” 4.00 Interpretive diagrams $\delta^{13}$C Lorant Diagram for ‘surface play’ SCVF and bubble gas maps (after Prinzhofe and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
2. Play 4.06 Dunvegan (single formation – no ISO data)

![Molecular Composition Crossplot for 1 fm in play 4.06](figure)

*Figure B 11. MC map data – play 4.06 MC (ppm) ethane methane plot for Dunvegan single formation [not to template]*
Figure B 12. MC map data – play 4.06 MC (ppm) propane methane plot for Dunvegan single formation [not to template]
Figure B 13. MC map data – play 4.06 MC (ppm) propane ethane plots for Dunvegan single formation [not to template]
Figure B 14. ISO map data – play 4.06 Interpretive diagrams MC (only) Prinzhofer Diagram for Dunvegan single formation (after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
3. Play 4.09 Paddy, Cadotte, Peace River (multiple formations – no ISO data)

Figure B 15. MC map data – play 4.09 MC (ppm) ethane methane plot for 3 formations [not to template]
Figure B 16. MC map data – play 4.09 MC (ppm) propane methane plot for 3 formations [not to template]

Figure B 17. MC map data – play 4.09 MC (ppm) propane ethane plot for 3 formations [not to template]
Figure B 18. ISO map data – play 4.09 Interpretive diagrams MC (only) Prinzhofer Diagram for 3 formations (after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
4. Play 4.11 Fahler (members), Spirit River (multiple formations – no ISO data)

Figure B 19. MC map data – play 4.11 MC (ppm) ethane methane plot for 7 fm/mbr [not to template]
Figure B 20. MC map data – play 4.11 MC (ppm) propane ethane plot for 7 fm/mbr [not to template]

Figure B 21. MC map data – play 4.11 MC (ppm) propane ethane plot for 7 fm/mbr [not to template]
Figure B 22. MC map data – play 4.11 MC (ppm) propane ethane plot for 7 fm/mbr [not to template]
Figure B 23. ISO map data – play 4.11 Interpretive diagrams MC (only) Prinzhofe R Diagram for 7 fm/mbr 
(after Prinzhofe and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
5. Play 4.12 Bluesky, Gething (two formations – both MC & ISO data)

![Molecular Composition Crossplot for 2 fm in play 4.12](image)

*Figure B 24. MC map data – play 4.12 MC (ppm) ethane methane plot for Bluesky, Gething double formation [not to template].*
Figure B 25. MC map data – play 4.12 MC (ppm) propane methane plot for Bluesky, Gething double formation [not to template]
Figure B 26. MC map data – play 4.12 MC (ppm) propane ethane plot for Bluesky, Gething double formation [not to template]
Figure B 27. ISO map data – play 4.12 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Bernard Diagram for Bluesky, Gething maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999, no trendlines).
Figure B 28. ISO map data – play 4.12 Interpretive diagrams ISO CD Diagram for Bluesky, Gething maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999, no trendlines).
Figure B 29. ISO map data – play 4.12 Interpretive diagrams ISO δ^{13}C_1 vs δ^{13}C_2 plot for Bluesky, Gething maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure B 30. ISO map data – play 4.12 Interpretive diagrams ISO $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ vs $\delta^{13}$C$_3$ plot for Bluesky, Gething maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure B 31. ISO map data – play 4.12 Interpretive diagrams ISO $\delta^{13}$CO$_2$ versus $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ plot for Bluesky, Gething maps (after Whiticar 1999, no trendlines).
Figure B 32. ISO map data – play 4.12 Interpretive $\delta^{13}C_2$ - $\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3$ - $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for Bluesky, Gething maps (no trendlines).
Figure B 33. ISO map data – play 4.12 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Prinzhofer Diagram for Bluesky, Gething maps (after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
Figure B 34. ISO map data – play 4.12 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Lorant Diagram for Bluesky, Gething maps (after Prinzhofe and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
6. Play 4.14 Cadomin, Chinkeh (two formations – both MC & ISO data)

![Molecular Composition Crossplot for 2 fm in play 4.14](image)

*Figure B 35. MC map data – play 4.14 MC (ppm) ethane methane plot for Cadomin, Chinkeh double formation [not to template].*
Figure B 36. MC map data – play 4.14 MC (ppm) propane methane plot for Cadomin, Chinkeh double formation [not to template].
Figure B 37. MC map data – play 4.14 MC (ppm) propane ethane plot for Cadomin, Chinkeh double formation [not to template].
Figure B 38. ISO map data – play 4.14 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Bernard Diagram for Cadomin, Chinkeh maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999, no trendlines).
Figure B 39. ISO map data – play 4.14 Interpretive $\delta^{13}$C$_2$- $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ versus $\delta^{13}$C$_3$- $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ plot for Cadomin, Chinkeh maps (no trendlines, no Deuterium for CD diagram).
Figure B 40. ISO map data – play 4.14 Interpretive diagrams ISO $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for Cadomin, Chinkeh maps (after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure B 41. ISO map data – play 4.14 Interpretive diagrams ISO $\delta^{13}C_2$ vs $\delta^{13}C_3$ plot for Cadomin, Chinkeh maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure B 42. ISO map data – play 4.14 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Prinzhofer Diagram for Cadomin, Chinkeh maps (after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
Figure B 43. ISO map data – play 4.14 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Prinzhofer Diagram for Cadomin, Chinke maps (after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
7. Play 4.15 Nikanassin, Buick Creek (two formations – both MC & ISO data)

Figure B 44. MC map data – play 4.15 MC (ppm) ethane methane plot for Nikanassin, Buick Creek double formation [not to template].
Figure B 45. MC map data – play 4.15 MC (ppm) propane methane plot for Nikanassin, Buick Creek double formation [not to template].
Figure B 46. MC map data – play 4.15 MC (ppm) propane ethane plot for Nikanassin, Buick Creek double formation [not to template].
Figure B 47. ISO map data – play 4.15 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Bernard Diagram for Nikanassin, Buick Creek maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999, no trendlines, no Deuterium for CD diagram).
Figure B 48. ISO map data – play 4.15 Interpretive diagrams ISO δ^{13}C_{1} vs δ^{13}C_{2} plot for Nikanassin, Buick Creek maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure B 49. ISO map data – play 4.15 Interpretive diagrams ISO $\delta^{13}C_2$ vs $\delta^{13}C_3$ plot for Nikanassin, Buick Creek maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure B 50. ISO map data – play 4.15 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Prinzhofer Diagram for Nikanassin, Buick Creek maps (after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
Figure B 51. ISO map data – play 4.15 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Lorant Diagram for Nikanassin, Buick Creek maps (after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
8. Play 4.15a Fernie (single group, including Nordegg – ISO data only)

Figure B 52. ISO map data – play 4.15a Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Bernard Diagram for Fernie maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999, including Nordegg, no trendlines).
Figure B 53. ISO map data – play 4.15a Interpretive diagrams ISO CD Diagram for Fernie maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999, including Nordegg, no trendlines).
Figure B 54. ISO map data – play 4.15a Interpretive diagrams ISO $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for Fernie maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, including Nordegg, no trendlines).
Figure B 55. ISO map data – play 4.15a Interpretive diagrams ISO $\delta^{13}C_2$ vs $\delta^{13}C_3$ plot for Fernie maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, including Nordegg, no trendlines).
Figure B 56. ISO map data – play 4.15a Interpretive diagrams MC Prinzhofer Diagram for Fernie maps (including Nordegg, after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
Figure B 57. ISO map data – play 4.15a Interpretive diagrams MC Lorant Diagram for Fernie maps (including Nordegg, after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
9. Play 4.16 Charlie Lake, Baldonnel, Pardonet (multiple formations and members – both MC & ISO data)

Figure B 58. MC map data – play 4.16 MC (ppm) ethane methane plot for Charlie Lake, Baldonnel, Pardonet multiple formations and some member splits for Charlie Lake [no data for Pardonet, not to template].
Figure B 59. MC map data – play 4.16 MC (ppm) propane methane plot for Charlie Lake, Baldonnel, Pardonet multiple formations and some member splits for Charlie Lake [no data for Pardonet, not to template].
Figure B 60. MC map data – play 4.16 MC (ppm) propane ethane plot for Charlie Lake, Baldonnel, Pardonet multiple formations and some member splits for Charlie Lake [no data for Pardonet, not to template].
Figure B 61. MC map data – play 4.16 MC (ppm) sour gas versus dryness ratio plot for Charlie Lake, Baldonnel, Pardonet multiple formations and some member splits for Charlie Lake [no data for Pardonet, not to template].
Figure B 63. ISO map data – play 4.16 Interpretive diagrams ISO $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ vs $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ plot for Charlie Lake, Baldonnel, Pardonet maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no data for Pardonet, no trendlines).
Figure B 64. ISO map data – play 4.16 Interpretive diagrams ISO $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ vs $\delta^{13}$C$_3$ plot for Charlie Lake, Baldonnel, Pardonet maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no data for Pardonet, no trendlines).
Figure B 65. ISO map data – play 4.16 Interpretive diagrams MC Prinzhoefer Diagram for Charlie Lake, Baldonnel, Pardonet maps (after Prinzhoefer and Battani 2003, no data for Pardonet, no trendlines).
Figure B 66. ISO map data – play 4.16 Interpretive diagrams MC Lorant Diagram for Charlie Lake, Baldonnel, Pardonet maps (after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, no data for Pardonet, no trendlines).
10. Grouped MC data Play 4.19 Halfway, Play 4.20 Doig + Lower Halfway, Play 4.21 Montney

Figure B 67. MC map data – plays 4.19, 4.20, 4.21 MC (ppm) ethane methane plot for Halfway, Doig/Lower Halfway, and Montney formations [not to template].
Figure B 68. MC map data – plays 4.19, 4.20, 4.21 MC (ppm) propane methane plot for Halfway, Doig/Lower Halfway, and Montney formations [not to template].
Figure B 69. MC map data – plays 4.19, 4.20, 4.21 MC (ppm) propane ethane plot for Halfway, Doig/Lower Halfway, and Montney formations [not to template].
Figure B 70. MC map data – plays 4.19, 4.20, 4.21 MC (ppm) sour gas versus dryness ratio plot for Halfway, Doig/Lower Halfway, and Montney formations [not to template].
11. Play 4.19 Halfway (single formation – both MC & ISO data)

Figure B 71. ISO map data – play 4.19 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Bernard Diagram for Halfway maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999, no Deuterium for CD Diagram, no trendlines).
Figure B 72. ISO map data – play 4.19 Interpretive diagrams ISO δ^{13}C₁ vs δ^{13}C₂ plot for Halfway maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure B 73. ISO map data – play 4.19 Interpretive diagrams ISO δ¹³C₂ vs δ¹³C₃ plot for Halfway maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure B 74. ISO map data – play 4.19 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Prinzhofer Diagram for Halfway maps (after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
Figure B 75. ISO map data – play 4.19 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Lorant Diagram for Halfway maps (after Prinzhofe and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
12. Play 4.20 Doig and Lower Halfway (2 formations – both MC & ISO data)

Figure B 76. ISO map data – play 4.20 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Bernard Diagram for Doig and Lower Halfway maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999, no trendlines).
Figure B 77. ISO map data – play 4.20 Interpretive diagrams ISO $\delta^{13}C_1$ vs $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for Doig and Lower Halfway maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure B 78. ISO map data – play 4.20 Interpretive diagrams ISO $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ vs $\delta^{13}$C$_3$ plot for Doig and Lower Halfway maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure B 79. ISO map data – play 4.20 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Prinzhofer Diagram for Doig and Lower Halfway maps (after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
Figure B 80. ISO map data – play 4.20 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Lorant Diagram for Doig and Lower Halfway maps (after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
13. Play 4.21 Montney (single formation – both MC & ISO data)

Figure B 81. ISO map data – play 4.21 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Bernard Diagram for Montney maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999, no trendlines).
Figure B 82. ISO map data – play 4.21 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO CD Diagram for Montney maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999, no trendlines).
Figure B 83. ISO map data – play 4.21 Interpretive diagrams ISO $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ vs $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ plot for Montney maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure B 84. ISO map data – play 4.21 Interpretive diagrams ISO δ¹³C₂ vs δ¹³C₃ plot for Montney maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure B 85. ISO map data – play 4.21 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Prinzhofer Diagram for Montney maps (after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
Figure B 86. ISO map data – play 4.21 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Lorant Diagram for Montney maps (after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
Figure B 87. ISO map data – play 4.21 Interpretive $\delta^{13}C_2$- $\delta^{13}C_1$ versus $\delta^{13}C_3$- $\delta^{13}C_2$ plot for Montney maps (no trendlines).

Figure B 88. ISO map data – play 4.21 Interpretive diagrams ISO $\delta^{13}CO_2$ plot for Montney maps (no trendlines).
14. Plays 4.22/23 Debolt, Belloy, Kiskatinaw, Shunda, Mattson, Taylor Flat, Belcourt (multiple formations – only MC data for many)

Figure B 89. MC map data – play 4.22/23 MC (ppm) ethane methane plot for Debolt, Belloy, etc. formations [not to template].
Figure B 90. MC map data – play 4.22/23 MC (ppm) propane methane plot for Debolt, Belloy, etc. formations [not to template].
Figure B 91. MC map data – play 4.22/23 MC (ppm) propane ethane plot for Debolt, Belloy, etc. formations [not to template].
Figure B 92. ISO map data – play 4.22/23 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Prinzhofer Diagram for Debolt, Belloy, etc. maps (after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
14a. Play 4.24 Debolt (subset of section 14) ISO only data

Figure B 93. ISO map data – play 4.24 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Bernard Diagram for Debolt maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999, no trendlines).
Figure B 94. ISO map data – play 4.24 Interpretive diagrams ISO δ13C1 vs δ13C2 plot for Debolt maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure B 95. ISO map data – play 4.24 Interpretive diagrams ISO δ¹³C₂ vs δ¹³C₃ plot for Debolt maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, no trendlines).
Figure B 96. ISO map data – play 4.24 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Prinzhofer Diagram for Debolt maps (after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, no trends).
15. Play 4.25 Banff, Exshaw (2 formations – only MC data)
(There are 2 uncertain ISO data points not used)

Figure B 97. MC map data – play 4.25 MC (ppm) ethane methane plot for Banff, Exshaw formations [not to template].
Figure B 98. MC map data – play 4.25 MC (ppm) propane methane plot for Banff, Exshaw formations [not to template].
Figure B 99. MC map data – play 4.25 MC (ppm) propane ethane plot for Banff, Exshaw formations (not to template).
Figure B 100. ISO map data – play 4.25 Interpretive diagrams MC Prinzhofer Diagram for Banff, Exshaw maps (after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, no trendlines).
Plays 4.28/30 Jean Marie, Muskwa, Slave Point, Evie, Pine Point, etc. (multiple formations – both MC/ISO data)

Figure B 101. MC map data – plays 4.28/30 MC (ppm) ethane methane plot for Jean Marie, Muskwa, Slave Point, Evie, Pine Point, formations [Muskwa/Evie mudgas have low ppm C2/C3, not to template].
Figure B 102. MC map data – plays 4.28/30 MC (ppm) propane methane plot for Jean Marie, Muskwa, Slave Point, Evie, Pine Point, formations [Muskwa/Evie mudgas have low ppm C2/C3, not to template].
Figure B 103. MC map data – plays 4.28/30 MC (ppm) propane ethane plot for Jean Marie, Muskwa, Slave Point, Evie, Pine Point, formations [Muskwa/Evie mudgas have low ppm C2/C3, not to template].
Figure B 104. MC map data – plays 4.28/30 MC (ppm) carbon dioxide methane plot for Jean Marie, Muskwa, Slave Point, Evie, Pine Point, formations [not to template].
Figure B 105. ISO map data – plays 4.28/30 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Bernard Diagram for Jean Marie, Muskwa, Slave Point, Evie, Pine Point, maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999, Muskwa/Evie mudgas have low ppm C2/C3, JM/Muskwa=purple, Slave/Evie=red, no trendlines).
Figure B 106. ISO map data – plays 4.28/30 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO CD Diagram for Jean Marie, Muskwa, Slave Point, Evie, Pine Point, maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Whiticar 1999, Muskwa/Evie mudgas have low ppm C2/C3, JM/Muskwa=purple, Slave/Evie=red, no trendlines).
Figure B 107. ISO map data – plays 4.28/30 Interpretive diagrams ISO $\delta^{13}$C$_1$ vs $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ plot for Jean Marie, Muskwa, Slave Point, Evie, Pine Point, maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, Muskwa/Evie mudgas have low ppm C2/C3, JM/Muskwa=purple, Slave/Evie=red, no trendlines).
Figure B 108. ISO map data – plays 4.28/30 Interpretive diagrams ISO $\delta^{13}$C$_2$ vs $\delta^{13}$C$_3$ plot for Jean Marie, Muskwa, Slave Point, Evie, Pine Point, maps (Whiticar, 2018 pers. comm., after Berner and Faber 1996, Muskwa/Evie mudgas have low ppm C2/C3, JM/Muskwa=purple, Slave/Evie=red, no trendlines).
Figure B 109. ISO map data – plays 4.28/30 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Prinzhofer Diagram for Jean Marie, Muskwa, Slave Point, Evie, Pine Point, maps (after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, Muskwa/Evie mudgas have low ppm C2/C3, JM/Muskwa=purple, Slave/Evie=red, no trendlines).
Figure B 110. ISO map data – plays 4.28/30 Interpretive diagrams MC/ISO Lorant Diagram for Jean Marie, Muskwa, Slave Point, Evie, Pine Point, maps (after Prinzhofer and Battani 2003, Muskwa/Evie mudgas have low ppm C2/C3, JM/Muskwa=purple, Slave/Evie=red, no trendlines).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>header</th>
<th>previous</th>
<th>format</th>
<th>description</th>
<th>use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>plan wa</td>
<td>comment line</td>
<td>comment line</td>
<td>comment line</td>
<td>comment line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 well</td>
<td>comment line</td>
<td>comment line</td>
<td>comment line</td>
<td>comment line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 well</td>
<td>comment line</td>
<td>comment line</td>
<td>comment line</td>
<td>comment line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total map locations</td>
<td>comment line</td>
<td>comment line</td>
<td>comment line</td>
<td>comment line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utm_e</td>
<td>utm_e</td>
<td>10 degree UTM grid 01 temp as shown</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utm_n</td>
<td>utm_n</td>
<td>10 degree UTM grid 02 temp as shown</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test index</td>
<td>test index (WA)</td>
<td>test index (WA), DO 03 nibby</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>depth_m</td>
<td>depth_m</td>
<td>primary depth value in 13 location intervals</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sample type</td>
<td>sample type</td>
<td>sample type description code for a 14 sample index</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tmt tgc</td>
<td>tmt tgc</td>
<td>test code or secondary depth value in meters sourced from OGC unless ISO tests - where present it indicates the top of the test interval</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Additional Notes
- **Test Index (WA) #**: This field is used for internal mapping by stratigraphic intervals and directly related to Plays Atlas coding.
- **ISO Ratio Descr**: Internal comparison of mapped for Thesis 17 reservoirs and n/a.
- **H2 ppm**: Hydrogen Sulfide ge 19 attr as suppose n/a.
- **iso Ratio Descr**: Internal comparison of mapped for Thesis 17 reservoirs and n/a.
- **MC Normalized Iso Norm C1/C2**: Active calculation for 11 attr as key display n/a.
- **C1 Methane ppm**: Methane molecular co 20 attr as suppose n/a.
- **C1 iso1/C1 permil**: Carbon isopes of M 21 attr as suppose n/a.
- **C2 Ethane ppm**: Ethane molecular co 23 attr as suppose n/a.
- **C2 iso1/C2 permil**: Carbon isopes of E 24 attr as suppose n/a.
- **C3 Propane ppm**: Propane molecular co 26 attr as suppose n/a.
- **C3 iso1/C3 permil**: Carbon isopes of PProperty 27 attr as suppose n/a.
- **C4Butane ppm**: Butane molecular co 28 attr as suppose n/a.
- **C4 iso1/C4 permil**: Carbon isopes of iso 30 attr as suppose n/a.
- **C5n Pentane ppm**: n-Pentane molecular co 31 attr as suppose n/a.
- **C5n iso1/C5 permil**: Carbon isopes of n-32 attr as suppose n/a.
- **C6n Butane ppm**: n-Butane molecular co 33 attr as suppose n/a.
- **C6n iso1/C6 permil**: Carbon isopes of n-34 attr as suppose n/a.
- **C7n Pentane ppm**: n-Pentane molecular co 35 attr as suppose n/a.
- **O2 ppm**: Oxygen Argon molecular co 36 attr as suppose n/a.
- **O2 iso1/C2 permil**: Carbon isopes of G 37 attr as suppose n/a.
- **timegrad H2S**: Change of H2S in ppm 05 attr as key display n/a.
- **timegrad CO2**: Change of CO2 in ppm 07 attr as key display n/a.
- **start CO2**: Initial Bernard as a ratio 09 attr as key display n/a.

### Additional Notes for GBC
- **O2 iso1/C2 permil**: Carbon isopes of G 37 attr as suppose n/a.
- **timegrad H2S**: Change of H2S in ppm 05 attr as key display n/a.
- **timegrad CO2**: Change of CO2 in ppm 07 attr as key display n/a.
- **start CO2**: Initial Bernard as a ratio 09 attr as key display n/a.

### Additional Notes for Thrace
- **O2 iso1/C2 permil**: Carbon isopes of G 37 attr as suppose n/a.